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Abstract
The research, presented in this dissertation, consists of two parts. In the first half of the work
a novel microscopy method, Frequency-domain
Field-confined Scanning OpticalMicroscopy
(FFSOM), capable of a resolution below the classical diffraction limit, is introduced. An
experimental verification in the case of fluorescence microscopy is also presented, suggesting
the biological microscopy research as an important application field.
The second half of the thesis is devoted to an experimental measurement of the sub-
pixel spatial variations in solid-state light detectors, namely in a Charge-Coupled Devices
(CCD). A specialized high-resolution scanning optical microscope, is described. With the
help of this microscope, the detector's pixel response function is measured with arguably the
highest resolution that can be achieved in this type ofmeasurements. The importance of the
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The research, presented in this dissertation, is divided in two parts. Although the two
research areas seem quite different, they have a common denominator a quest for higher-
resolution optical microscopy methods and experiments.
The first half of the work is concerned with optical microscopy methods, capable of a
resolution below the classical diffraction limit. According to the classical formulation of the
imaging theory, the resolving power of the imaging system depends on the form and size of
the system's point-spread function (PSF). This function is the image, formed by the optical
system, of a point object. In the most general terms, PSF represents the smallest volume,
from which information about the object can be extracted. The resolving power increases
with a decrease of the spatial extent of the system's PSF. Diffraction theory postulates that
the size of the PSF cannot be reduced ad infinitum, being dependent on parameters such
as the system's numerical aperture and the wavelength of the light. Hence, there is a lower
boundary to the achievable resolution, and this limit is usually referred to as a classical
resolution limit.
Intensive research in the last decades has resulted in the development of several classes
of super-resolution methods, i.e. methods capable of imaging with resolution beyond the
classical limit. The most common of these methods is the confocal microscopy, which utilizes
a point illuminator and a point detector for image formation. The lateral resolution in such
an arrangement exhibits moderate improvement over the diffraction limit. More important,
however, is the significant increase in the axial resolution, which permits three-dimensional
imaging.
The optical microscope with the highest current resolution is the near-field scanning
optical microscope. In it an aperture is scanned in extreme
proximity1
of the object. The
illuminated sample volume is then defined by the physical dimensions of the aperture,
rather than by diffraction. Using sub-wavelength sized apertures, defined by the tip of a
tapered optical fibers, a resolution in the order of twentieth of the illumination wavelength
can be achieved. In order to maintain the aperture-object separation within the near-
field region, an atomic force microscope is incorporated into the arrangement. Thus the
arrangement is a contact method, and while having enormous advantages, such as high
resolution and obtaining topography information, it also suffers from significant drawbacks,
such as scanning speed limitations, stability issues, sample handling limitations, and setup
complexity.
A non-contact (i.e. a far-field) super-resolution method would be free of some of these
near-field microscope problems, and would be an invaluable tool for applications where high
resolution has to be accompanied by high image capture rate and instrument reliability.
Several methods have been recently proposed, all of which utilize more than one beam
to illuminate the sample, and then extract information only from a fraction of a the size
of a diffraction-limited focal spot. One such method, Frequency-domain Field-confined
Scanning Optical Microscopy (FFSOM), is introduced in the first part of the work. A
theoretical investigation, as well as an experimental verification in the case of fluorescence
microscopy is presented. The results show that, indeed, the proposed scheme is capable of
beyond-diffraction-limit lateral resolution. It is the first and so far the only (at the time of
this writing) of the mentioned class of
far-field methods, to demonstrate, not only predict,
'in the near-field according to diffraction theory terminology
lateral super-resolution.
The second half of the thesis is devoted to an experimental measurement of the sub-
pixel spatial variations in solid-state light detectors, namely in a Charge-Coupled Devices
(CCD). The theoretical implications of such variations for an imaging application is also
investigated.
The CCD is a two-dimensional array of light-sensitive sites, referred to as pixels. The
spatial sensitivity of such an array depends in the first place on the pixel size and on the
pixel-to-pixel spacing. These parameters define the detector's sampling spatial frequency,
which (through the sampling theorem) is a measure of the first-order spatial degradation
of the detected image. The currently adopted measure of this degradation is based on
application of the linear systems theory to the image detection process, and is given by a
function in the spatial frequency domain the modulation transfer function of the detector.
The problem with this treatment is that, strictly speaking, the sampling performed by the
detector destroys the shift invariance of the imaging system. The system then does not
poses a unique modulation transfer function, rendering the universality of this detector
performance measure questionable. The sampling problem is most severe when the features
of interest in the image are restricted over only small number of pixels (referred to as an
undersampling case) , a situation encountered increasingly often in high resolution electronic
imaging systems. In these cases the modulation transfer function is nearly useless, and other
measures for the detector performance are needed.
An alternative performance measure is through a description of the imaging properties
of the individual pixels. The response of a single pixel to an illuminating point source, will be
referred to as a pixel response function (PRF). If all the pixels of the array are equivalent2,
the pixel response function completely characterizes the image detection process. This
function can be used to predict the detector response for all input images, in contrast to
the restricted applicability of the modulation transfer function.
2
or if the pixel response function is averaged over the array
When considering image detection by a CCD, the pixel response function is usually
assumed constant within the pixel area (uniform pixel sensitivity) and zero outside the pixel
area. This is a reasonable approximation in many situations, but in
high-
accuracy applica
tions, especially where the images are undersampled, the actual form of the pixel response
function becomes of primary importance. The increasing demands on the detector perfor
mance requires a detailed knowledge of its PRF, that can be obtained only through high
spatial resolution (on the order of the wavelength of the illumination light) experiments.
Due to the inherent difficulties in the PRF experimental measurement, only a small num
ber, low-resolution (several times the light wavelength) results have been reported in the
literature to date. An increase in the resolution cannot be achieved as a trivial improvement
of previous experimental setups, but requires a dedicated arrangement to be designed.
In the second half of this work such a specialized high-resolution scanning optical
microscope, that uses a solid-state light detector as its "sample", is described. With the
help of this microscope, pixel response functions are measured with arguably the highest
resolution that can be achieved in this type of measurements. The PRF results for a
charge-couple device are presented, and are shown to differ significantly from the assumed







Ever since the first imaging system was build, one of the fundamental questions addressed
was their ability to discriminate between different imaged objects. A measure of this ability
is the resolution, or resolving power, and is one of the most important measures of the
imaging system performance. In this chapter the concept of resolution, as applied in the
field of microscopy, is discussed. The traditional definition of resolving power, and the
classical limit to the resolution of an optical system, is the subject of section 2.1. In subse
quent sections are presented methods, generally referred to as
"super-resolution"
methods,
for overcoming this limit. In section 2.2 is presented the most widely used super-resolution
optical configuration, namely the confocal microscope. In section 2.3 other far-field arrange
ments, subjects of intensive research in the last several years, are presented. The optical
microscope with the highest resolving power at the present time, the Near-Field Optical
Microscope (NSOM), is described in section 2.4. Image processing methods for achieving
super-resolution are presented in section 2.5.
2.1 Resolving power
Before discussing resolution, it is advantageous first to discuss what actually constitutes an
"optical image". In a very interesting 1961 paper Ronchi [1] distinguishes three different
types of images ethereal, calculated and detected. The ethereal image represents the
actual physical phenomenon behind the imaging process, This image is only a hypothesis,
that is tested, as is customary to science, by an attempt to model it. The result of the
model is a mathematical description of the physical process, the calculated image. The
experimental test, on the other hand, of the ethereal image hypothesis results in a detected
image.
The classical treatment of resolution is based on calculated images. The various resolu
tion criteria, (e.g. Rayleigh criterion) formulated from this point of view, depend solely on
the imaging system's point-spread function. The latter is determined bywith the wavelength
of the illumination and the system's numerical aperture. By their nature, the calculated
images are noise-free. Such images, of course, do not occur in practice. Therefore, Ronchi
argues, a resolution metric based on the detected images, is much more important. The
detected images, being a result of experimental observations, are inherently noisy. A resolu
tion determined from them depends on additional factors, such as the energy of the source
and the sensitivity properties of the detector. Since Ronchi's paper, further research on
detected images resolution has shown that, in the end, resolution is limited by systematic
and random errors inherent in the measurement process. Nevertheless, the classical resolu
tion metric is still useful, being simple to estimate and compare, and being independent of
parameters external to the optical system.
2.1.1 Classical resolution criteria
The resolving power of an imaging system traditionally is given in the form of two-point
resolution, defined as the ability of the system to separate the images of two neighboring
point sources. The performance of the system is ultimately limited only by diffraction, if
the effects of possible abberations are ignored. Because of the finite size of the system's
aperture, the image of the point source is a diffraction pattern,
or the point-spread function
(PSF) of the system.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the Rayleigh's resolution criterion
Of all the resolution criteria proposed on the basis of assumptions above, the classical
Rayleigh criterion [2, 3] is by far the most widely used. It states that two incoherent
point sources are just resolved if the central maximum of the intensity diffraction pattern
produced by one of the point sources coincides with the first zero of the diffraction pattern
of the second source, as shown in figure 2.1. The diffraction limited resolution is defined as
the minimum distance between the resolved sources, and is therefore equal to the first-zero
radius of the system's point-spread function. For monochromatic illumination at wavelength
A and a circularly symmetric system with numerical aperture XA, the PSF is described by




The Rayleigh criterion can be generalized to include PSFs that do not go to zero in the
vicinity of the function's central maximum. The resolution limit in this case is given by
the distance for which the dip in the center of the total intensity distribution is 81% of the
maxima on its either side3. Rayleigh's choice of resolution limit, which seem rather arbitrary,
is based on presumed resolving capabilities of the human visual system. In his own words
"This rule is convenient on account of its simplicity and it is sufficiently accurate in view




Many other criteria has been introduced under the same general assumptions as Rayleigh's.
3This corresponds to the original Rayleigh criterion, but for a rectangular, instead of a circular, aperture
The only additional one worth mentioning here is the Sparrow criterion, in which the second
derivative at the center of the intensity sum from two point objects is zero. The resolution
limit is the largest distance between the two PSFs, for which the total distribution has no
dip in its center. It gives a similar expression as equation 2.1, with numerical factor of 0.47
instead of 0.61.
The coherence of the incident radiation affects the resolution of the optical system. The
criteria described above assumed incoherent illumination, and the imaging process is linear
in intensity. The intensity distribution then in the final image the sum of the intensities
of the two point sources. In the other extreme case of complete coherence of the incident
radiation, the system is linear in amplitude, resulting in more complicated form of the
detected intensity distribution. In the general case the sources are partially coherent. In
this case the concept of resolution as applied to imaging in partially coherent light has been
the subject of considerable research [5-8]. The formulation of a resolution metric in the
general case is not trivial, since the measured separation of the sources depends on degree
of coherence. It was found [9] that the correct separation of the two point sources may not
be measurable even when the classical criteria predict good resolution.
As a reference point to the classical resolution limit in microscopy, consider a dry objec
tive system, where NA cannot exceed one. Assuming incoherent illumination at A=500 nm,
then according to equation 2.1 the resolution limit is approximately 300 nm. For oil immer
sion systems NA could be as high as 1.5, with corresponding resolution of 200 nm. As is
obvious from the above discussion, these numbers are not exact, but rather should be looked
at as order-of-magnitude calculations. The formulation of the classical resolution limit log
ically leads to the description as
"super-resolving"
all methods and optical arrangements
that achieve a resolution higher than this classical limit.
2.1.2 Information theory view of resolution
Close correspondence can be drawn between the resolving power problem and information
theory concepts [10-13]. Di Francia [10] showed that from the information theory point
of view, the object has an infinite bandwidth, and therefore infinite number of degrees of
freedom. The imaging system has a finite bandwidth. Consequently, the image will also
have finite bandwidth and finite number degrees of freedom. The resolving power is a
measure of this number. An image with finite degrees of freedom may correspond to a
whole set of different objects. It is evident that any knowledge which the observer has a
priori about the object will help him to select the real object from the set of all possible
ones. For example, the image of two points, however close to one another, is different from
that of one point. If the observer knows a priori the number and form of point images, he
can infer from the image the exact object, i.e. he can select the real object.
Lukosz [13, 14] proposed an invariance theorem to explain the concepts underlying all
super-resolution techniques. The theorem states that for an optical system it is not the
spatial bandwidth, but the number of degrees of freedom of the system that is fixed. This
number is a function of the spatial and temporal system bandwidth and its space field-of-
view. It can be argued then that any parameter of the system, e.g. spatial bandwidth, can
be increased at the expense of some of the other parameters, such as temporal bandwidth
or field-of-view (as in confocal microscope). The increase also can be the result of some a
priori knowledge of the object,
"freeing"
degrees of freedom for use by the parameter to be
increased.
2.1.3 Resolution based on measurement precision
Since the resolution is limited ultimately by themeasurement precision, many attempts have
been made to express it accordingly. For example, Falconi [15] assumed a photon-limited
imaging system with known PSF. He defined the measurement limit as the minimum an
gular change in the positions of the two point sources, that gives an overall signal-to-noise
10
ratio (SNR) for some image
parameter4
of one, and is therefore likely to be detected. Quan
titative results following a similar reasoning by Fried [16] show that there is no fundamental
impediment to measuring the properties of the pair
-
even when the separation is less than
the Rayleigh limit - other than a certain SNR.
Another approach is based on SNR analysis in the frequency domain [17], where the
detected image is considered a stochastic Poisson impulse process [18]. The known statis
tical properties of the laser speckle pattern allow the computation of the various statistical
moments of the image Fourier distribution. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the mean
and the standard deviation of this distribution. Establishing a minimum detectable SNR
results in a resolution definition as the maximum spatial frequency for which the system
achieves this SNR.
2.2 Confocal Scanning Optical Microscopy (CSOM)
2.2.1 Basic principle
In essence, the conventional microscope is a parallel processing system which images the
entire object simultaneously. This imposes rather severe requirements on the optical ele
ments in the system. These requirements can be relaxed if only one point of the object is
imaged at a time. Now the system has to form a diffraction limited image only of a single
point. The price to be paid is that scanning has to be performed in order to acquire the
entire field. Whether this is suitable or not, depends on the specific application.
Figure 2.2(a) shows the basic configuration of a conventional microscope [19]. In it,
the object is illuminated by an extended source via condenser lens, an objective forms an
image in the image plane. The resolution is principally determined by the objective lens.
The aberrations of the condenser are unimportant and it primarily serves to determine
the coherence of the imaging [6]. A scanning microscope could be build using such a


























Figure 2.2: Optical arrangement for different types of microscopes, (a) conventional, (b)





Figure 2.3: Depth discrimination in CSOM
configuration by scanning a point detector in the image plane, recording the signal at each
point and subsequently forming the image point by point, as shown in figure 2.2(b). This
configuration is analogous to one in which a point source is imaged on the object by an
objective, and a collector lens forms the image in the plane of large area detector. The
resolution of this scanning scheme can be shown to be equivalent to the resolution of a
conventional microscope [20,21]. The aberrations of the second lens, the collector, in this
case are unimportant in determining the resolution.
In order to make both lenses play equal role in forming the image, a confocal arrange
ment has to be used, as shown in figure 2.2(c). In this case a point source is imaged on the
object by the first lens, illuminating only a small area, and a point detector insures that
only the light from the same small area of the object is detected. Figure 2.2(c) represents
the Confocal Scanning Optical Microscope (CSOM).
It can be said that, the improvement in the resolution comes from the employment of
the both lenses simultaneously to image the object. This can be explained in more physical
terms by the Lukosz principle [13], cited above, which states that the resolution can be
increased at the expense of the field-of-view. The latter can then be recovered by scanning.
An immediate application of this principle leads to near-field microscopy (see section 2.4).
The confocal microscope was first described by Minsky [22]. The primary motivation
behind his work was development of a system with better depth discrimination, which
13
would allow an image of a section of a thick object to be obtained, without the presence
of the out-of-focus signal from the other sections. Images from several sections, or "slices",




[19]. This optical sectioning property can be easily understood with the help of
figure 2.3. The solid fines show the fight path in the case of a focused system, when the
source is focused on the surface of the object, and the reflected light is focused on the point
detector. The dashed lines correspond to the defocused case, with the object no longer in
the focal plane of the objective. In this case the reflected light will arrive as a defocused
blur at the detector, and the detected signal will be considerably weaker.
The ability of the CSOM to form a three-dimensional image is perhaps its most impor
tant property. In biological microscopy this allows the investigation of a structure inside
a cell. In material science or semiconductor device technology it allows the measurements
of the topography. It should be strongly emphasized here that 3D imaging capability is
of a different nature from the restricted depth-of-field in the conventional microscopy [23].
In the latter the out-of-focus information is blurred, but still present in the image. The
total intensity of the light in the image plane is constant as the object moves through the
focus. In the confocal case on the other hand, the detected intensity of the out-of-focus
information is smaller, giving rise to improved resolution and contrast.
2.2.2 Bright-field image formation
In presenting the image formation theory of the confocal microscope, it is instructive to
present first the general case of scanning microscopy, and subsequently to discuss the various
limiting cases. The one dimensional case will be presented due to notational simplicity, the
two dimensional case following a straightforward extension. A generalized transmission
microscope is shown in figure 2.4, the reflection case being essentially identical. The lenses
are assumed stationary, and the position x0 of the sample is scanned. Without significant











Figure 2.4: A generalized microscope geometry
of 2d, in order to simplify the expressions. Let the illumination objective L\, shown in
figure 2.4, have the point-spread function h\{x0) given by [21]:
+oo
a, (2.2)h1(x0)= y Pi(6)e-^flXodei
where Pi() is the objective pupil function. Assuming a plane wave as an incident wavefront,
the amplitude distribution of the illuminating radiation in the sample plane {x0,y0) is by
definition the objective PSF, h\{x0). If the sample has transmittance distribution t(x0),
the amplitude /_(-E0; xs) after the sample is:
/_(-c0; xs) = hi(x0)t(xs
-
x0). (2.3)
The amplitude Uzfa', xs) at the collection lens L2 plane is given by propagating [/_ frm
the sample by distance d, as shown in figure 2.4:
+00
it ,
(2.4)U3{fr,xa) = / h1{x0)t{xs-x0)e ^2Xodx0.
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This amplitude is multiplied by the collection objective pupil function P2(2) and propagated
by a distance Md, to give amplitude at the detector plane as:
+CO
U4{x;xs) = jJ hx(x0)t(x8
- x0)P2(&)e-^xeiT-d^ dx0d&. (2.5)
oo
If the detector has a spatial sensitivity function D(x), the imaging signal I(xs) at the
scanning position xs is given by the integrated intensity, weighted by the sensitivity:
+00











Several cases can be considered, depending on the form of detector sensitivity D(x) and
pupil function P2(2):
Conventional scanning microscopy : L>(_c)=l
In conventional scanning microscopy an infinite and uniform detector is assumed, and
therefore, from physical point of view, the result cannot depend on the detector spatial






e-^2"?2) dx = 5{& - Q. (2.7)
-00
Next the integration over 2,2 can be performed, resulting in introduction of a new spread














Two limiting cases are of particular interest. When the collection objective L2 is of infinite
extent i.e. P2(2)=l, the imaging becomes incoherent. The spread function is g2[x0 x'0) =
5(x0 x'0), as a Fourier transform of constant. The two integrals in equation 2.9 are
transformed into a single integral, and the detected signal is:
+00




The incoherent system therefore is linear in intensity. The square of the illumination ob
jective point-spread function h\{x) plays the role of the instrument PSF. The image is
described as a strict convolution between the squared transmission function and the system
PSF. This fact is of extreme importance in the field of image processing, since many
well-
behaved algorithms have been developed to restore images convolved with a known system
PSF (see section 2.5).
Coherent imaging takes place, when the collection objective is infinitely small. The
pupil function is P2(2) = (2)) so from equation 2.8 g2[x0 x'0) = 1. The two integrals in
equation 2.9 are then conjugates, and the detected signal becomes:
+00
i
ICoh{xs) = / hi{x0)t{xs-x0)dx0 = \hxt\2. (2.11)
The system in this case is linear in amplitude. The use of various restoration algorithms
is more problematic because a nonlinear operation (i.e. hermitian conjugation) is applied
after the convolution.
Confocal scanning microscopy : D(x) = 6(x)
In CSOM, the collection lens images the sample onto a point detector, located for
notational convenience on the optical axis. The integration with the <5-function can be
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carried directly in equation 2.6. The integrals, dependent on x and (2,(2 can be grouped
to give:
+00
jjj&{x)P2^2)P2*{Qe-^^'^e^'^-^ d^d^ = h2(x0)h*2(x0), (2.12)
00
where h2(x) is the point-spread function of the collection lens, defined in the same manner
as the illumination objective PSF from equation 2.2:
+00
h2(x0)= J P2(2)e-^2Xod^ (2.13)
00
With this simplification the signal according to equation 2.6 is given by:
+00
Iconf(xs) = // h1(x0)h*1(x'0)t(xs -x0)t*(xs - x'o)h2(x0)h2(x0) dx0 dx'0 = (2.14)
00
= \hi(x0)t(xs x0)h2(x0) dx0\ = |/ii/i2 <8) | . (2-15)
Thus in bright-field confocal microscopy the equivalent system point-spread function is a





that is, the imaging is coherent, with a system PSF equal to the incoherent point-spread
function of the illumination objective, as can be seen by comparing with equation 2.10.
If the optical system exhibits radial symmetry, the Fourier integrals in equations 2.2
and 2.13, describing the
objectives'
PSFs, are transformed into Fourier-Bessel integrals. It
is customary to introduce normalized radial coordinates u for the axial direction, and v for





v = r sin(a). (2.18)
A
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where z and r are the axial and radial coordinates, respectively, and the numerical aperture
NA = sina.
The focal image of a point object using a conventional and a confocal microscope is





These functions are plotted in figure 2.5. It is seen that although both functions have
the same zeroes, the central lobe of the confocal response is narrower by a factor of 1.4
relative to the conventional one (FWHM metric). When the Rayleigh criterion is satisfied,
in the in-focus confocal image the two points are separated by a normalized distance of 0.56
units. This is 8% closer than in a conventional microscope, not a very significant improve
ment. In addition to the narrowing, the side lobe intensities are dramatically reduced, and
thus a marked reduction of artifacts in the confocal images can be expected, an important
property, that will be used for the proposed super-resolution technique, to be described in
chapter 3.
As an example of the role of the pupil function, consider an infinitely thin annular
pupil such that the light is transmitted only at a normalized radius
= 1. In this case
lannular{0,v) = Jq(v) (2.21)
This is also plotted in figure 2.5, where it can be seen that the central lobe becomes
narrower at the expense of the higher side lobes. A similar effect is observed in the later
described Frequency domain Field confined Scanning Optical Microscopy (FFSOM), and
its significance and methods for correction will be discussed in the next chapter.
2.2.3 Fluorescence CSOM
The image formation properties of fluorescence scanning microscopes are completely differ
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Figure 2.5: Focal intensity distributions for conventional SOM (solid line), confocal (dashed
line) and annular (dotted line).
tion mechanism. The fluorescence destroys the coherence of the illuminating radiation at
the object and produces an incoherent fluorescent field proportional to the intensity of the
incident radiation. The resolution results from the incident, or excitation, radiation with
wavelength Ae, rather than from the longer-wavelength (A/) fluorescence radiation. In a
conventional, non-scanning microscope, this is not the case. Here the fluorescence radia
tion, and its wavelength, defines the resolution. This is a very important advantage of the
scanning systems, and one of the reasons for their widely accepted usage.
To describe the fluorescence CSOM detection process, let / denote the spatial distri
bution of the fluorescence generation, and hi is the excitation (illumination) PSF at Ae.
The field then behind the object is given by |/ii|2/, and is subsequently imaged at the
fluorescence wavelength Xf by the collection lens with PSF h2. The image intensity is given
by [19]:





where 6 \f/Ae > 1 is the wavelengths ratio. The effective system point-spread function
is given by the product of the
objectives'
PSF at their respective working wavelengths.
It also follows from equation 2.22, that the fluorescence CSOM imaging is incoherent, in
sharp contrast to the bright-field case CSOM, in which the imaging is always coherent
(see equation 2.15). Since the fluorescence image is described as a strict convolution with
the system PSF, it is inherently suitable for application of the various image restoration
algorithms.
2.2.4 CSOM arrangements
One of the major drawbacks of classical scanning microscope is that the image is not col
lected in real time. To overcome this restriction, while keeping the advantages of the confocal
microscopy, the tandem scanning microscope was designed [26,27] and developed as a real
time scanning confocal microscope [28,29]. It uses a disk with pinholes on them, positioned
along a spiral in such a way as to form illumination-detection pairs. The disk is rotated and
a confocal image is obtained in real time. A drawback is that with a smaller pinhole size
the amount of tight available is reduced drastically. The ordinary solution for this problem
in sranniTig confocal arrangement is to increase the integration time, which is not possible
here.
The excellent depth discrimination of the confocal microscope is particularly attractive
in the field of metrology, especially for surface profilometry. Different configurations were
devised, most of them relying on the differential contrast scheme [30,31], which could be
obtained in a variety of ways. In the confocal microscope, for example, the use of a split
pupil such that a phase difference of tt exists in the transmissivity between the two halves
of the lens result in differential contrast imaging [19]. Confocal interference schemes were
also obtained, were two detectors are used, whose
outputs are proportional to the sum
and the difference of an imaging and a reference beam [32,33]. From this data the pure
amplitude and pure phase information can be derived. Other interferometric configurations
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that record the through-the-focus signal at every scan point, subsequently extracting the
phase information, have also been proposed [34, 35]
2.3 Super-resolution far-field microscopy
As briefly mentioned above,
"super-resolution"
usually refers to imaging techniques deliv
ering resolution higher than the diffraction resolution limit. Since the latter is proportional
to the size of the point-spread function of the imaging system, decreasing PSF size will lead
to an increase of the imaging resolution.
In order to understand how the resolution limit can be overcome, it is advantageous to
consider the PSF as the smallest volume that can be imaged by a system, i.e. to consider
the single-point resolution, rather than the traditional two-point resolution. Imaging, in
most general terms, is a process of detecting physical interaction between the illuminating
radiation and the sample. The spatial resolution therefore depends on the volume size over
which this interaction takes place. In the classical sense this volume is given by the image
of a point source, for which the spatial extent cannot be made smaller than a certain value
depending on the system aperture and illuminating wavelength. Hence the existence of a
limit.
To overcome this limit it is necessary to create an interaction volume smaller than
the diffraction-limited PSF of the system. In the methods to be presented in this section,
this volume reduction is achieved through simultaneous interactions with the sample of two
or more diffraction-limited point-spread functions. All of methods are primarily concerned
with the fluorescence microscopy. The reason for this is two-fold. Firstly, most of the super-
resolution research in the last decade has been driven by the needs of the medical community.
In biological light microscopy the most important contrast comes from fluorescence, since
it can be much more specific and sensitive than the reflectance and absorbance. Secondly,
the effective point-spread function, created in by these methods, tends to be complex,










Figure 2.6: Illustration of 4Pi fluorescence confocal microscope configuration. Two objec
tives with common focal point illuminate with coherent wavefronts the sample, where a
constructive interference takes place. The illumination PSF approaches a more spherical
shape and the axial resolution is enhanced. After Hell and Stelzer [36].
imaging with such a PSF could result in various image artifacts, due to interference effects
within the illuminated volume. The incoherent nature of fluorescence imaging makes it
a more robust method in this respect. A notable improvement in side lobes reduction is
achieved in Frequency-domain Field-confined Scanning Optical Microscope (FFSOM) (the
subject of chapter 3), making FFSOM attractive
super-resolution instrument in reflection
and transmission regimes.
2.3.1 4Pi confocal microscope
As shown in section 2.2, one of the main advantages of the confocal arrangement is to reduce
the depth-of-field of the imaging system, thus allowing 3D imaging with the use of optical
sectioning methods. However even in that
configuration the PSF has an ellipsoidal form, its
size along the direction of the optical axis z being more than twice the lateral size [19,36].
The 4Pi confocal configuration was introduced by Hell et al. [36], as a method for improving
the microscope's axial resolution.
The basic principle behind the 4Pi configuration is shown in figure 2.6. In it two
opposing objectives with a common focal point,







Figure 2.7: Principle of the standing-wave excitation microscope. Fluorescence is excited
in the sample by interference pattern formed from an illumination beam and its reflection
off a mirror below the specimen. After Bailey et al. [41]
the sample [36-40]. If the illuminating wavefronts are coherent, constructive interference
takes place at the sample, resulting in an illumination PSF with reduced size in the axial
direction and having a more spherical shape [36,37]. The decrease in the volume of the
illumination PSF decreases the interaction volume for fluorescence in the sample, therefore
enhancing the axial resolution of the system beyond the classical resolution limit.
The drawback of such an arrangement is that the interference, while sharpening the
PSF's central lobe, at the same time enhances the side lobes. Imaging with such a function
creates significant artifacts, making image interpretation difficult. The sidelobes can be
significantly reduced by utilizing a two-photon excitation scheme instead of the traditional
single photon fluorescence. In two-photon excitation, upper fluorescent state can be reached
by the molecule only after interaction with two photons [37,38]. This being a nonlinear
process, the new illumination PSF is proportional to the square of the focused intensity thus
leading to an intrinsic three-dimensional imaging capability The use of a point-like detector
further sharpens the focus and suppresses the sidelobes. With such a configuration an axial
resolution of 145 nm using an excitation wavelength of 760 nm has been reported [39,40]
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2.3.2 Standing-wave excitation
Another method, aimed at improving the axial resolution, is the standing-wave fluorescence
microscope (SWFM), proposed by Lanni [42]. In it two coherent plane-wave laser beams
cross the sample volume, where they interfere. This is shown in figure 2.7 for single lens
illumination, with a mirror used to create the second beam. Arrangements with two lenses
placed on the opposite sides of the sample have also been demonstrated [41]. When the two
fields are polarized normal to their common plane of incidence (s-polarization), the resulting
interference pattern intensity has a simple cosine dependence with spacing that can be made
smaller than the size of diffraction limited PSF. Fluorescence is excited proportionally to
this intensity, and it also exhibit this periodic localization. The sample can be axially
scanned by changing the phase of one of the beams. In the single-objective arrangement,
this is done by shifting the mirror in the axial direction with a piezo translator. This axial
scanning allows a 3D image with resolution better than 50 nm to be formed [41].
Multiple beam offset methods
The microscopy methods to be discussed next can be described as lateral offset meth
ods. They all share a common illumination geometry in order to achieve super-resolution.
The goal is again is to decrease the interaction in the sample below the diffraction-dictated
volume. The lateral offset methods employ two or three illumination beams, offset from
each other in the focal plane at a distances smaller than their radii. The region of overlap
formed between these beams can be an arbitrary small volume. If only the signal originat
ing in this volume is detected, the system resolution will be beyond the diffraction limit,
and will ultimately be limited by
signal-to-noise considerations, as discussed in section 2.1.
The methods differ in the manner in which the signal generated in the overlap region is
















Figure 2.8: Principle of a STED fluorescence scanning microscope. In part (a) the energy
levels of a typical fluorophore are shown with the fluorescence transitions. In (b) a setup
for STED is shown. The depletion of level L2 by the STED beams is shown with dashed
lines in part (c). The spatially-confined population is shown with solid line. After Hell and
Wichman [43]
2.3.3 Stimulated-emission-depletion (STED) fluorescence microscopy
An optical arrangement for decreasing the volume of light interaction was proposed by
Hell and Wichman [43] and is given the name of Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED)
microscopy. The scheme was proposed in 1994, but to the author's best knowledge an
experimental confirmation of the idea is still to be reported.
In figure 2.8(a) the typical energy levels for a fluorophore are shown, together with the
transitions responsible for the fluorescence process. The illuminating radiation excites the
molecule to a vibrational level L$ of its first excited electronic state S\ . After a relaxation
time on the order of a picosecond the molecule is in the relaxed vibrational level L2 with a
lifetime of TfiUOT ~ 2ns for the spontaneous fluorescence transition L2 > L\. After a final
vibrational relaxation the molecule ends up in the initial relaxed vibrational level Lq of its
ground state Sq.
The intensity distribution of the excitation light has the form of the PSF of the objective
lens. This distribution is proportional to the probability that an excitation photon arrives







Figure 2.9: Two-photon offset beam excitation microscopy. Two beams (a) and (b) are
laterally offset, creating an area of overlap between them. The overlap can have dimensions
smaller than any of the original focal distributions. After Hell [44]
of the microscope. One possible way to reduce this extent is to inhibit the fluorescence in
the outer regions of the function. This could be achieved with an additional beam of tight,
to be referred to as the STED beam, that is divided in two and is focused on the sample
with small lateral offsets with respect to the excitation beam, as shown in figure 2.8(b).
The role of this beam is to induce stimulated transmission L2 > L\, thus depleting the
excited state before the fluorescence takes place. The region then from which fluorescence
can occur is confined to that part of the original excitation beam, that is not overlapped
by the STED beams. The depletion of level L2 by the two STED beams is shown with
dashed tines in figure 2.8(c) (the population is inversely proportional to the illuminating
intensity). The depleted, spatially-confined population of level L2 is shown with solid line.
The reduction of the interaction volume will result in increased fluorescence resolution.
Because of the dynamic nature of the fluorescence process, it is advantageous to use
pulsed lasers with pulses significantly shorter than the average lifetime of L2, i.e. in picosec
ond range. With an appropriate delay between the pulses the temporal separation of the
excitation and stimulated emission is possible.
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2.3.4 Two-photon offset beam excitation microscopy
Another theoretical proposal by the same S.Hell in 1994 [44] is illustrated in figure 2.9. In
this setup two beams (a) and (b) are offset by distance less than their diffraction radii,
thus creating an overlap zone between them. In order to separate the overlap signal from
the signal due to the illuminating beams themselves, two-photon fluorescence microscopy
is employed. The excitation in this case is given by the product of the two neighboring
intensity distributions. To ensure that no two-photon fluorescence from the same beam
is present, the two beams have to be of different wavelengths, chosen appropriately for
the transition lines of the fluorophore sample under investigation. In that case a photon
from each beam is needed for the two-photon excitation, this occurring therefore only in
the region of overlap. This region can be made of smaller spatial extent than either of the
original beams, resulting in a smaller interaction volume, and subsequently in higher spatial
resolution.
2.3.5 Ground state depletion fluorescence microscopy
A different overlap signal separation mechanism with the same experimental geometry as
shown in figure 2.9 was also theoretically suggested by Hell and Kroug in 1995 [45]. It is
demonstrated that for excitation using a continuous light source, the typical fluorophore
such as fluoresceine will exhibit depletion of the ground level state at the expense of popu
lating the first long-lived triplet state. This depletion can be used to restrict the interaction
volume in the following manner.
For a diffraction limited imaging, the intensity distribution in the focal plane of the
imaging lens is given by the Airy function with the radius of the first zero being 1.22.T in
normalized units. If two identical beams are offset by this distance in opposite directions,
their first minima will coincide at the geometrical focus, while the principal maximum of
one will partly overlap the first side maximum of the other. The illumination intensity
will be given by the sum of the individual intensities. For high intensities, the saturation
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of the triplet state and, correspondingly, the depletion of the ground state will take place
everywhere except at the geometrical focus, since there the total intensity by design is zero.
Due to the saturation process, the unaffected regions around this point are bordered by
steep edges of depletion. When the depletion beams are turned off, the molecules caught in
the long-lived triplet state will start returning to the ground state with a significantly slower
decay time of Tph ~ 1 us Ims, while the molecules in the first singlet state are relaxed
in the first couple of nanoseconds. If then the sample is illuminated with a probing beam
before the triplet state begins relaxing, the only region of fluorescence in the sample will be
the non-depleted region at the geometrical focus. The resolution of the setup will be defined
by the spatial extend of this non-depleted region. Hell estimated that a resolution of, 15 nm
is theoretically achievable, a truly remarkable potential indeed. Again, to the author's best
knowledge, there is no experimental confirmation of the arrangement reported.
2.3.6 Point-spread autocorrelation function (PSAF) microscopy
Another method utilizing offset beams, as shown in figure 2.9, in order to improve resolution
is the Point-spread Autocorrelation Function (PSAF) microscopy, proposed by Brakenhoff et
al. [46]. The PSAF technique is based on an interferometric superposition between the two
beams a
"reference"
beam with complex amplitude uref, and
"object"
beamwith complex
amplitude u0bj. If the detector distribution is characterized by \udet\ (confocal detection is
employed), and the object fluorescence gain is 0(r), the time averaged and space integrated
signal is given by [47]:
+0O







Here Ari and Ar2 denote the focal shifts of the object illumination and detection, and Acfr
is the phase offset of the object beam, all relative to the reference beam distribution. The
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PSAF technique detects the difference signal between two phase conditions:
IpsM&ru Ar2, A*) = G(Aru Ar2, Afa)
- G{Aru Ar2, A<f>2) (2.25)
where
A<_*
= A<f>i A<fi2. In an implementation of the technique, the phase difference varies
between 0 and it, and the detected signal is the amplitude of the fluorescence oscillations.
The cross-product in equation 2.24 provides the basis for the increased resolution by
creating a spatial interference distribution of smaller extent than the original beam size.
An improved axial resolution of 30% over the confocal axial resolution has been demon
strated [46]. Theoretical calculations also predict lateral resolution improvement, but no
experimental results have been reported to date.
2.3.7 Frequency-domain field-confined scanning optical microscopy (FF
SOM)
This method for achieving super-resolution, proposed by Vaez-Iravani et al. will be subject
of the next chapter, where the theory and the experimental confirmation will be presented
in more detail. The optical arrangement is similar to that of figure 2.9. Two laterally
offset beams illuminate the sample, forming a region of overlap between them, smaller than
the diffraction PSF. The beams are mutually orthogonally polarized so in the absence of
a sample no interference takes place. Any spatial inhomogeneity in the sample will create
interference between the beams, which will be confined only to the region of overlap. The
separation of this high resolution signal from the low resolution signal from the two beams
themselves is performed by frequency modulating both beams at different frequencies. The
overlap signal is detected in the frequency domain at the difference frequency [48]. The
heterodyne detection naturally separates the low-resolution signal due to the original beams
from the high-resolution signal for the overlap area. The side lobes amplitude in the system











Figure 2.10: Illumination mode NSOM. After R.Toledo-Crow, Ph.D. Thesis, 1995 [49]
2.4 Near-field scanning optical microscopy
When electromagnetic radiation interacts with an object, spatial variations in the electro
magnetic field are produced and the object is said to modulate the field. If the object itself
is smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation, or if it has features that are smaller
than the wavelength, it follows that the modulated field will include point to point varia
tions that are smaller than the incident radiation wavelength [50]. The spatial frequency
composition of the modulated field will include components that are larger than 1/A, the
spatial frequency of the radiation (A being the radiation wavelength). In the far-field, how
ever, only spatial frequencies that are smaller than, or approximately equal to, those of the
illuminating radiation can be recovered and the higher spatial frequency components of the
interaction at the object are lost. The high frequency components are known as evanescent
waves, since they decay exponentially with propagated distance and as such, they exist only
in the near-field, very close to the modulating object. Far-field optical microscopy is thus
fundamentally limited in resolution by the wavelength of the radiation or particle used as
the imaging transfer mechanism.






Figure 2.11: Themost common NSOM aperture is located at the sharp end of ametal-coated
tapered fiber tip. The effective illumination aperture is defined in terms ofpenetration depth
of the metal. After R.Toledo-Crow, Ph.D. Thesis, 1995 [49]
of the imaging transfer mechanism while retaining the desirable characteristics of optical
microscopy. The increase in bandwidth is obtained by replacing the propagation of radiation
transfer mechanism of far-field optics with one of scanning a
sub-wavelength aperture in an
opaque screen in close proximity to the sample, or in its near-field.
The near-field scanning optical microscope, or NSOM [51-53], consists of an aperture,
much smaller than the wavelength of the optical radiation, up to A/30 or better. The
aperture is placed in close proximity to the sample and is used to illuminate or collect light
from the sample in the near-field, as shown in figure 2.10. Thus, this small aperture is used
as a source or detector of tight and is scanned, in a raster fashion, over the sample. The
image is constructed, point by point, from the detected light. Light is only collected in
the far-field and there is no diffraction-limited imaging taking place. Conventional optical
elements are only used to increase the light collecting capability
of the instrument.
The small aperture needed is commonly located at the sharp end of a highly convex
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light guiding structure like a tapered optic fiber tip or a micro-pipette that has a thin
metallic coating to prevent loss of radiation from the optic guide and therefore improve
the contrast. Such an arrangement is shown in figure 2.11. These sharp, convex shapes
facilitate the positioning of the aperture in the near-field and relax the restrictions on the
overall flatness and shape of the sample. The NSOM can be configured to operate in several
modalities derived from the basic collection and illumination modes mentioned above.
The resolution obtainable with near-field techniques is directly determined by the size
of the scanning aperture and by its distance from the sample, and is limited by whichever
is the larger of those two quantities. Nevertheless, it is also indirectly limited by signal-to-
noise considerations related to the signal generating, or gathering, capabilities of these small
aperture probes. The optical flux, that can be transmitted by a sub-wavelength aperture,
has been estimated theoretically to be proportional to the sixth power of the aperture's
diameter and inversely related to the fourth power of the wavelength of the illuminating
radiation, as in the case for Rayleigh scattering [54,55].
Other forms of near field microscopy operate in the energy extraction mode, for example
photon scanning tunneling microscopy [56-58], or tip particle scattering approaches [59-61].
Here again the goal is to minimize the size of the sample area from which the information
is obtained in order to achieve a higher resolution.
There is an absolute physical limit to the minimum size of a real aperture that will,
in turn, limit the resolution of the NSOM. This limit is determined by the finite opacity of
the materials in which the aperture can be defined, as shown in figure 2.11. If we consider
aluminum, for example, as the material in which the aperture is defined, the penetration
depth of the 633 nm light from a HeNe laser, for example, is about 10 nm. If the diameter
of the physical aperture (the micro-hole in the aluminum film) is 10 nm in diameter, the
effective aperture, as determined by its light stopping ability, will in fact be on the order of
30 nm in diameter.
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2.5 Image processing methods
Super-resolution image processing methods are generally based on using linear system the
ory for optical imaging. It assumes that the imaging system is linear and shift invariant,
so a unique point-spread function (PSF) expresses the image of a point source formed by
the system. In the case of incoherent imaging, the image of an arbitrary object can then be
expressed as a convolution of the object with the imaging PSF
[25,62,63]6
The convolution
in space domain corresponds to a multiplication in the Fourier domain. The spectrum of
the image then is given by the product of the object spectrum and the Fourier transform
of the PSF, known in optics as the optical transfer function (OTF). Because of its finite
aperture size, any imaging system has a finite bandwidth, i.e. its OTF has a finite support,
being identically zero beyond some cut-off frequency c. The object's spatial frequencies
below c are modified by the OTF, while those above c are lost from the image spectrum,
thus setting a limit on the system resolution. It can be shown that the product of the cut-off
frequency for an abberations-free incoherent system and the classical resolution limit is a
constant depending on the system symmetries [25]. Therefore, the resolution limit can be
expressed equivalently in the space and in the frequency domain.
If the object is assumed finite in size, its spectrum is analytic. It is known from the
theory of analytical functions that if any such function is known exactly in an arbitrarily
small (but finite) region within its support, then the entire function can be found uniquely
by means of analytical continuation [25]. Knowledge of the OTF makes it possible to recon
struct the object spectrum within the system bandwidth by means of inverse filtering [62,63]
of the image spectrum. From this part of the spectrum analytical continuation can be ap
plied, and the frequencies above c can be restored. The spectrum of the object will be
expanded and therefore the resolution of the system will be increased beyond the classical
limit, achieving a super-resolution imaging.
5
A more detailed discussion on the application of the linear system theory in imaging is given in section 4.
6Same holds true in confocal microscopy
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This frequency restoration technique is the subject of various image processing al
gorithms. Because of the incoherence requirement, most of them have been applied to
fluorescence microscopy, that being an inherently incoherent imaging process. The confocal
fluorescence microscopy has especially benefited from this research, because of the potential
for 3D microscopy, with comparable resolution in axial and lateral direction.
The first class of such super-resolution algorithms are based on the maximum likeli
hood reconstruction of the image. The method was developed with the goal of increasing
the angular resolution of radar signals [64] . It was further expanded as a general method
for reconstruction of missing data by Demster et al. [65] under the name expectation-
maximization (EM) method. Under the assumption of the image detection as a random
Poisson process7, this algorithm is identical to the Richardson-Lucy algorithm, applied with
great success in the restoration of astronomical images [66]. This is an iterative algorithm,
based on maximizing the likelihood function of the Poisson random process [67], with known
input probability distribution function (PSF for the imaging case). In microscopy appli
cations each iteration amounts to convolving the previous estimate with the microscope
PSF, dividing the result into the original image, convolving again with the PSF, and fi
nally multiplying by the previous estimate [68-70]. Because the model includes the correct
Poisson noise distribution, it is very robust for images with low signal-to-noise ratio, which
is the case with most of the high resolution confocal fluorescence images. The technique
has been applied to three-dimensional confocal microscopy with great success, either stand
alone [70, 71] or in a combination with other optical super-resolution methods, such as 4Pi
confocal microscopy [39,40].
The second widely used method is the Iterative constrained Tikhonov-Miller inversion
(ICTM). It is primarily used for images with high
signal-to-noise ratio. According to the
central limit theorem, the Poisson process can approximated by a Gaussian distribution,
which in turn allows for the assumption of noise as an additive function [4, 70, 72]. This
7the shot noise obeys the Poisson statistics
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algorithm also have been applied to fluorescence methods, but its robustness for the confocal






As discussed in chapter 2, improving resolution in a scanning microscope has traditionally
been achieved through the use of a tighter focus. Confocal arrangement improves the lateral
resolution, but the best achievable resolution is still set by diffraction to around A/2. Next
step are near-field techniques, where the size of the scanning optical spot is defined by the
aperture size of the near-field probe, rather than by the diffraction. In all such approaches
the key to enhancing the resolution is the the attainment of a mechanism by which the
optical spot size, as sensed by the sample, or detector, is made smaller than the diffraction
limit. In this chapter, a far-field technique for fluorescence microscopy is proposed with the





Figure 3.1: Illustration of the basic principle of FFSOM. The technique utilizes two over
lapping Airy discs with orthogonal polarizations. The solid circles represent the positions
of the first minima. The super-resolution signal is generated in the overlap area.
3.1 Theory of FFSOM
3.1.1 Basic principle
The basic principle of the proposed approach can be understood with the help of figure 3.1.
Two laser beams are focused in the image plane, so that the Airy discs Pi and P2 of the
focal spots are separated by a certain distance 2_ with a small area of overlap between them.
The circles represent the positions of the first minima. For simplicity the presence of the
higher order minima will be ignored at the moment, and the discussion will be restricted to
the case of fluorescence imaging. The central premise of the approach is the fact that the
basic laws of diffraction which dictate the size of Airy discs also demand well-defined zero
crossings in a focal distribution. Thus, in figure 3.1, the overlap area can be arranged to
be arbitrarily small. If it is assumed that such a composite focal distribution interacts with
a sample, the information generated in the overlap region comes from a sample size which
can be smaller than the diffraction limit.
However, this simple scheme cannot work effectively, unless the high resolution signal
generated in the overlap area can be distinguished from the total signal due to the entire
focal distribution and is not completely overwhelmed by it. Accordingly, the following steps
are taken:
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1. the two beams are frequency shifted with respect to each other;
2. the polarizations of the beams are made orthogonal to each other.
To understand the operation of the system, consider the state of polarization of the
tight in going from left to right. Let us again ignore, for simplicity, the higher order rings.
In region Pl5 the Airy disk of the first beam, the hght is x-polarized. In region P2, corre
sponding to the second, orthogonally polarized beam, the light is y-polarized. The polar
ization state of the tight in the overlap region is variable, since the frequencies of the two
beams are different, and so are their amplitudes. Representing the left light distribution as
hi{x)exp(ju)1t), and the right one as yh2(x)exp(ju>2t), the total field U, illuminating the










Here, h(x) and h2(x) are the amplitudes of the two spots, wi and u2 are the angular
frequencies, and the beat frequency is given by Aw = u>2 uj\.
In fluorescence microscopy, the polarization of light plays a major role in determining
the strength of the signal, which depends on the average orientation of the absorption
dipoles in the sample. The signal also depends on the intensity of the excitation light at
the sample. A typical fluorescent sample, then, includes regions that respond differently
to the polarization of tight. This type of behavior is also encountered in the samples that
include sharp edges, particularly metallic ones. Thus, as the sample is scanned under a
focal distribution, as shown in figure 3.1, upon passage of the overlap region over the parts
of the sample allowing interference of the two beams, a signal proportional to the intensity
of the total interference signal is generated. This signal has an AC component which is
proportional to 2hih2cos(Au>t) . The constant of proportionality depends on the relative
orientation of the local sample structure, as well as on the local fluorescence yield. Since
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the generation of the beat frequency is a consequence of the interference of the spots in the
overlap region, the physical extent of this frequency domain
"spot"
is defined by the first
zero crossings of the initial overlapping spots, appearing in the term hih2 above. That is,
the AC field is confined within the overlap area. Furthermore, the information due to this
region is separated in the frequency domain from the much stronger, lower resolution, DC





The orthogonal polarization of the two original spots ensures that the AC signal genera
tion takes place at the sample, in the overlap area. It also guards against excess interference
effects that can be present for more complex structures. In the case of fluorescent samples,
the polarization state of the excitation wavelength after the interaction with the sample
is irrelevant, as the excitation wavelength is excluded by the use of a filter in front of the
detector. In those applications involving simpler types of structures, the orthogonality of
the polarization of the light beams may not be essential, in which case the overlap region
simply carries an AC fluctuation in the incident intensity.
It is important to note that in this system no polarization analyzer is used in front of
the detector. In this case the interference signal detected at the beat frequency is generated
by design at the sample, within the spatial extent of the overlap. The introduction of
an analyzer would move the generation volume away from the sample, losing the high
spatial frequencies (responsible for the high-resolution imaging), and would produce a signal
proportional to the low-resolution fluorescence image of the combined beams.
3.1.2 Signal generation
To put the above discussion in a more strict form, consider a diffraction limited objective,
with a focal amplitude distribution in the form of an Airy function [6]. Choosing the center
of the overlap spot as a coordinate origin, the
amplitudes of the two offset beam are given
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by:
hi{x,y) = h0{x-d,y) =
h2{x,y) = h0(x + d,y) = a
2Ji (l^-df + l/2)
Xy/(X - d)2T7






where h0(x,y) is the single objective coherent PSF, a is the ratio of the intensity of beam
P2 with respect to Pi, and X = 27rNA/A is the optical normalization factor. The inten
sity distribution along the tine connecting the beams (y = 0) will be considered first, so
hi(x)
= hi(x.O), i = 0, 1,2. The extension into the two-dimensional plane is computation
ally straightforward.




The interaction between this sample and the incident tight modifies the light amplitude
distribution. The new distribution Ui(_c) is given as:











The fluorescence intensity is then proportional to:
I(x) oc
Uif
Ui = s2n{x)h2{x) + s222{x)h22(x) +
(3.4)
(3.5)





Using the fact that the coherent PSFs are real, as shown in
equation 3.2, the three terms
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in the right hand side of equation 3.6 can be denoted as:
hc{x) = s2n{x)h2(x) + s222{x)h22{x) (3.7)
As(x) = su{x)s2i{x) + s21{x)s22(x) (3.8)
hac(x) = hi(x) h2{x) = hQ(x
-
d) h0(x + d). (3.9)
The quantity As(x) describes the spatial anisotropy variations of the sample, the detection
of which is the goal of the imaging process. The fluorescence intensity is then given as:
I{x) ex Idc{x) + 2As(x)hac(x)cos{Aut). (3.10)
The first term in the above equation, Idc, is what is seen when using
"conventional"
imaging,
and is proportional to the combined intensities of the two offset beams. It does not have a
temporal dependence, and is detected as a DC signal. Because of the incoherent nature of
fluorescent imaging, the resolution due to this term is defined by the spatial extent of beam
intensities'
sum, and is subject to the limitations imposed by the diffraction laws. Hence
this is a low resolution signal.
The second term in equation 3.10 has temporal dependence, oscillating at the beat
frequency Au. It is proportional to the spatial anisotropy As, so it carries information
about the sample structure. The resolution due to this AC term is defined by the spatial
extent of an
"effective"
point-spread function hac, describing the intensity distribution in
the overlap area. Since this area can be made
smaller than the size of the diffraction
limited spot by an appropriate beam offset, the corresponding resolution could overcome
the diffraction limit. This is the high resolution signal, and it is separated from the low
resolution signal !& by detection in frequency space at the beat frequency.
3.1.3 Point-spread function
The form of the overlap PSF hac{x, y) is shown in figure 3.2 in the two
dimensional case for




Figure 3.2: Overlap 2D PSF for different beam offsets. In (a) the incoherent PSF of the
illuminating lens is shown. In parts (b)-(d) are shown the hac for three different beam
offsets d. The offset are 0.94 (b), 1.07 (c) and 1.24 (d), normalized to single beam radius.




is shown. In parts (c)-(d) shown are hac for different offsets
of the two beams. The offsets, normalized to the radius of the objective PSF, are 0.94 (b),
1.07 (c) and 1.24 (d). Clearly, the width of the central lobe gets narrower with the increase
of the beam separation, and is substantially narrower than that of the original spot. If this
central lobe alone were responsible for the generation of the imaging signal, the resulting
resolution would be higher than the limit set by the diffraction laws.
However, it is also clear that the process has resulted in the appearance of rather high
sidelobes. The relative intensity of these with respect to the central peak increases with the
increase of the beam offset, as is seen from figures 3.2(b-d). The decrease then of the central
lobe width, prerequisite for obtaining a higher resolution, is accompanied by an increase of
side lobes. The existence of high intensity side lobes may have adverse effects on imaging
extended objects, as has been discussed in the case of imaging with annular lenses [73]. In
addition, since the AC spot distribution is proportional to the product of the two amplitude
spread functions of the original spots hih2, the sidelobes are n out of phase with respect
to the central lobe. This is seen in figure 3.2 as negative values for the hac sidelobes. As a
consequence, in the imaging of closely packed features the resolution degrades somewhat as
compared with what might be expected from the FWHM value of the central lobe of the
AC point-spread function. Therefore, the reduction of the sidelobes is a high priority.
To reduce the effect of these sidelobes, a second, collection objective, is introduced,
which images the sample onto a point detector. This objective has the same role as the
collection objective in confocal microscope8. In essence, the FFSOM arrangement is
con-
focalized with respect to the optical axis [19,73]. The resulting PSF is then given by the






Figure 3.3: Confocalizaton of hac. In confocalization the
PSF of the collection lens (a)











Figure 3.4: Theoretical non-confocal PSF of the original offset spots (a) and (b), and the
normalized of the frequency-domain spot \hac\ (c).
/iq of the collection objective at the fluorescence wavelength:
heff(x, y) = hac(x, y) h20(x/B, y/B) = h0(x
- d, y) h0(x + d) h2(x/B, y/B) (3.11)
I = hefff, (3.12)
where B = Xf/Xe is the ratio of the fluorescence and excitation wavelengths, and / repre
sents the spatial distribution of fluorescence generation. The process of confocalization is
illustrated in figure 3.3, in part (a) of which is shown the single beam PSF, and part (b)
shows the pre-confocalized hac, same as in figure 3.2(d). The confocalized AC PSF heff is
shown in figure 3.3(c). The side lobes, although still present, are significantly reduced. It
is expected, therefore, that such a configuration can be used
for fluorescence imaging with
much less risk of introducing additional imaging artifacts.
To show in a more quantitative manner the AC point-spread function generation, and
the effect of the confocalization, one-dimensional
distributions along the line connecting the
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Figure 3.5: Normalized AC PSF in x direction before (a) and after (b) confocalization
theoretical curves, in the x-direction, of the intensity of the two original spots, and the nor
malized magnitude of the overlap spot. For clarity, the tx phase change between the central
and side lobes is factored out and absolute-value PSFs are shown. The illumination objec
tive has NA=0.85, the excitation wavelength is Ae=488 nm, and the spots are separated by
0.4 \xm (1.14 units in normalized single PSF radius). The FWHM of the resulting central
lobe is 1.5 times smaller than the single beam FWHM, confirming the method's potential
for super-resolution. High side lobes can be seen in figure 3.4, with maximum amplitudes
48% of the central peak maximum.
In the hoc calculation shown in figure 3.4, the two beams are considered equivalent, so
the AC PSF has a symmetric form. If this is not the case, for instance if one beam has
a higher intensity than the other (a ^ 1 in equation 3.2), hac will be asymmetrical, the
most prominent manifestation of which will be an inequality in the side lobes. A similar
effect will also occur for an asymmetrical form of the single beam PSF, possibly as a result



















































Figure 3.6: Normalized AC PSF in y direction before (a) and after (b) confocalization
asymmetric form of the experimentally measured line-spread function of FFSOM, that will
be presented in section 3.3.
Figure 3.5 shows the effect of confocalization with a collection objective of the same
KA=0.85 as the illumination objective. The peak fluorescence signal is at A^=580 nm.
These parameters correspond to those used in the experimental verification this method,
that will be presented in chapter 3.2. After confocalization, the FWHM of the central
lobe of the AC spot is about 170 nm, equivalent to A//3.4 (or Ae/2.9) in extent. The
corresponding FWHM for the conventional case is Xf/2.2 (or Ae/1.9). The amplitude of the
side lobes is reduced to 14% of the central peak maximum. It is important to emphasize
that the basic function of the confocalization in this system is not to enhance the resolution
further, but to suppress the sidelobes. The confinement of the field is mainly performed by
the illuminating lens.
The normalized y-distribution in the focal plane of the magnitude of the frequency
domain spot is shown in figure 3.6, both before (a) and after (b) confocalization. Here again,
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the performance in both cases is better that that in the usual, single spot, conventional of
confocal arrangements, respectively, although the improvement is obviously smaller
than
that in achieved in the x-direction.
As a confocalization is used, the axial resolution of the system is similar to that in a
confocal microscope, exhibiting an excellent optical sectioning characteristic.
This combi
nation of super-resolution in both axial and lateral direction makes the proposed FFSOM
method an extremely attractive tool for biological imaging.
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detection
Figure 3.7: Experimental configuration utilizing a Zeeman-split laser
3.2 Experimental setup
The experimental implementation of the technique proposed in the previous section can be
carried out in a variety of ways. One possibility is by a Zeeman-splitting the output of a
laser into two orthogonally polarized beams at slightly different frequencies, as shown in
figure 3.7. These could then be shifted spatially using a Wollaston prism, giving the proper
angular deviation between the beams, at the front focal plane of an objective lens (or a
modified Nomarski objective assembly). This combination would result in the creation of
two adjacent foci on the sample. An arrangement similar to this, but with a much larger
spot separation, and a completely different operational principle, has been proposed to
perform optical profilometry [74].
Figure 3.8 shows another possible method for performing the experiment in transmis
sion. The extension of the setup for reflection imaging is straightforward. This experimental
setup was implemented in order to verify
the theoretical predictions for achieving
super-
resolution. It includes:
1. Ar+ Uniphase Cyonics laser;
2. Oriel holographic notch filters at 488 nm;



















4- Beam 3- A/4
splitter
Figure 3.8: Experimental setup for Frequency-domain Field-confined Scanning Optical Mi
croscopy (FFSOM)
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4. Non-polarizing beam splitter;
5. Bragg cell, Isomet AOM 1205C-2, frequency modulating beam Pi at _1=140 MHz;




10. Polarizer P2, orthogonal to Pi;
11. Polarizing beam splitter;
12. Objective Lx Olympus 60x, NA=0.85;
13. Objective L2 Zeiss 2x, NA=0.07. This objective together with Lx expands the two
beams in order to overfill the imaging objective L$ aperture;
14. Illumination objective L3 Olympus 60x, NA=0.85;
15. Sample. The fluorescence sample was sensitizing dye l,l'-diethyl-2,2'-cyanine iodide
(DCA). Also used was a chrome mask with etched tracks in it;
16. Confocatizing objective, Olympus MS LWD Plan 40x, J\fA=0.6;
17. Pinhole 5 /_m;
18. Filter blocking the illumination wavelength at 488 nm;
19. Lens L$, f=100 mm, focusing the fluorescence tight onto the PMT;
20. Oriel cooled photomultiptier tube;
21. Piezoelectric translators Physik Instrumente P-280.10, 30 /.m total range in each
direction;
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22. Stanford Research lock-in amplifier SR830 DSP;
23. Square-law detector;
24. Personal computer CompuAdd, 386/33;
The laser beam is split into two components, each traversing an arm of aMach-Zehnder
interferometer arrangement. The light in each branch is passed through a separate acousto-
optic modulator (Bragg cell) and is shifted in position and frequency into the first Bragg
diffraction order. No intensity modulation takes place. The polarizations of the light beams
in the two branches are adjusted to be orthogonal with the help of a crossed polarizers
Pi and P2. A quarter-wave plate is used to rotate the plane of polarization of the laser
tight, controlling the relative intensity of the two beams. Before each FFSOM scan, these
intensities are equalized. The two beams are then shifted in position with respect to each
other, so that their cross-over point is coincident with the front focal plane of the objective.
Ideally, the beams have to be shifted symmetrically about the central optical axis, so as
to minimize any differences in their focal distributions due to off-axis abberations of the
illumination objective. This objective then brings the two beams into two adjacent foci on
the sample.
In this experiment, using the arrangement of figure 3.8, the Bragg cells operated at a
nominal frequency of 140 MHz, with A/ = 5.5 kHz. An
Ar+
laser, filtered at Ae=488 nm,
was used as a source. The beams were expanded by objectives L\ and L2, so as to overfill
the aperture of the illumination objective L$, and to produce as good an approximation as
possible to the classic focal distribution due for a full aperture using simple paraxial theory,
as given by equation 3.2. A stationary axial alignment of the setup is preferable in order
to reduce the influence of the illumination and collection objectives abberations. This is
done by mounting the samples on XYZ piezo stage, and performing scanning in xy plane
with fine focal adjustment in z direction. The results presented in section 3.3 were obtained
in transmission illumination. The detector used was a cooled PMT, and the images were
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.9: Non-confocal reflection scanning DC (a) and AC (b) image of tracks in chrome.
taken by detecting the signal at the beat frequency using a square-law detector.
3.3 Experimental results
3.3.1 Chrome tracks imaging results
Figure 3.9 shows a reflection (not fluorescent) image of a series of tracks etched in a chrome
mask. The etching process was not perfect, resulting in the creation of uneven tracks.
The images are shown with an inverted gray level scale, so the strongest reflection signal
corresponds to the darkest image areas. Figure 3.9(a) is the reflection image in the regular
scanning mode, and (b) is the image obtained at the beat frequency. The arrangement used
is similar to that shown in figure 3.8, but folded with respect to the sample in order to
detect reflection, rather than transmission, signal. No confocalization was implemented for
these images.










Figure 3.10: Experimental measurement of the line-spread function for FFSOM arrange
ment. Thin track edge etched in a chrome mask was used as a line sample. In (a) and (b)
LSF of the offset beams are shown. The normalized signal due to AC spot is shown in (c).
No confocalization was performed.
technique. It is seen that in figure 3.9(b) the signal is primarily due to the edges of the sam
ple, where the changes in the Maxwell boundary conditions introduce interference between
the two orthogonally polarized beams. It is also seen that the apparent width of the tracks
is larger in figure 3.9(b) compared with that in (a), which is a manifestation of large side
lobes presence in the non-confocalized AC spot. The
"doubling"
of the tracks is a classic
example of imaging with multi-peak point-spread function. The increased detail, observed
in figure 3.9(b), is an indication of small-scale anisotropic inhomogeneities, present in the
sample.
In figure 3.10 are shown examples of experimentally measured line-spread functions
(LSF) for the FFSOM configuration. As a line sample a thin track etched in a chrome mask
was used, part of the same sample shown in figure 3.9. In parts (a) and (b) the LSF of the
two offset illumination beams are shown. Figure 3.10(c) shows the signal due to AC spot.




Figure 3.11: Fluorescence DCA dye images with confocalized FFSOM, showing the DCA
structure. Figure (b) is a zoomed-in image of the lower central part of (a). The images
have inverted gray levels to better reveal the details.
in the side lobes relative intensities. The asymmetry of the two single beam LSF in (a)
and (b) is due to imperfect alignment and asymmetry of the chrome tracks. Additionally,
the intensities of the two beams cannot be matched exactly, and therefore the AC PSF
is markedly asymmetric. The inequality of the side lobe intensities contributes to image
artifacts, produced by imaging with such a complex point-spread function. This difficulty
makes the reduction of the side lobes through confocalization even more essential.
3.3.2 DCA fluorescence images
The performance of the confocalized FFSOM is demonstrated in fluorescence microscopy of
the sensitizing dye l,l'-diethyl-2,2'-cyanine iodide (DCA), used in silver halide photographic
emulsion research [75]. This material crystallizes into a variety of patterns when deposited
in a small quantities on a coverslip. Sometimes these patterns are in the form of narrow
rods, as shown in confocalized FFSOM images of figure 3.11. The images have inverted
gray levels in order to better bring out the detail. The dark areas therefore correspond to
strong fluorescence, whereas the white areas represent absence of fluorescence signal. The
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cut-on wavelength for the fluorescent filter was 550 nm and the peak emission from DCA
on this substrate was at about 580 nm.
Image 3.11(a) shows a scan of 16 am DCA square. In addition to the general rod-like
DCA structure, additional structures can be seen, that consist of elaborate, small-scale
features. These features respond differently to different polarization states of light, making
it a very attractive sample for FFSOM resolution characterization. In part (b) a smaller
scan of the central lower part of image (a) is shown. The features discernible are on scale
less than 200 nm, whereas the diffraction limited resolution expected in a conventional
microscope at this wavelength is on the order of 350 nm.
Due to the complex form of the AC point-spread function, and because the DCA
sample could not be independently imaged, it is hard to unequivocally measure the FF
SOM resolution from this data. It is more useful to directly compare the lateral resolution
achieved with conventional confocal lateral resolution (the highest in the far-field), to the
FFSOM, by imaging the same parts of the sample with the two arrangements. The results
of such a direct experimental comparison are shown in figure 3.12. Part (a) shows a confo
cal fluorescence image of a part of the sample, using an x-polarized excitation beam, and
figure 3.12(b) is the same sample imaged with y-polarization excitation. The two images
are quite similar, showing subtle differences in the signal level at different positions. This
indicates the presence of various orientations in the sample. Figure 3.12(c) is the image
of the same part of the sample taken with confocalized FFSOM technique. The striking
enhancement in the resolution is clear.
A further demonstration of the FFSOM resolving capabilities is observed in figures 3.13
and 3.14. In figure 3.13 a similar comparison between the confocal microscope and FFSOM
is shown, for a different part of the sample, and over a smaller scanning range. A
single-
beam DC image is shown in figure 3.13(a), and the FFSOM image is shown in figure 3.13(b).
In figure 3.14 two FFSOM scans are shown, with small scanning ranges of 3 \xm and 1.5 am






Figure 3.12: Fluorescence image of DCA. (a) single beam, x-polarization; (b) single beam,
y-polarization. (c) AC overlap signal
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.13: Fluorescence DCA images with (a) single beam and (b) AC FFSOM spot
(a) (b)
Figure 3.14: FFSOM DCA images. The scanning range is 3 \im for (a) and 1.5 um for (b).
The detail seen is smaller than 200 nm.
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region of figure 3.14(a). The spatial details observed in both figures, and especially in the
smallest-range image 3.14(b), are consistently less than 200 nm, proving once more the
sub-diffraction limit capability of FFSOM resolution.
One drawback ofFFSOM is that at any given time only a portion of the total fluorescent
energy is used for imaging. In addition to signal-to-noise ratio reduction (improved by
detecting in the Fourier domain), the issue of possible photobleaching needs to be carefully
considered before application of this system to any specific sample. The problem is common
to all of the super-resolution methods that rely on overlapping beams, as discussed in
section 2.3. This is the tradeoff that has to be made for achieving resolution higher than
the diffraction limit.
3.4 Further FFSOM resolution improvement
3.4.1 The role of imaging optics
The resolution achieved in FFSOM depends on the size of the central peak of the AC point-
spread function, and on the relative amplitudes of its side lobes. These, in turn, depend
on the imaging optics (excitation and collection XA), and on the separation between the
overlapping beams. Figure 3.15 shows an example of the AC
PSF FWHM and side lobes
amplitude dependence on the offset between the two beams. The excitation and collection
numerical apertures are assumed equal. The distances are normalized to the excitation
FWHM, corresponding to the conventional scanning microscopy PSF
FWHM. The side
lobe amplitudes are normalized to the central peak amplitude. Both non-confocalized and
confocalized cases are presented. The decrease of the FWHM with the offset increase,
but also accompanied by an increase in the side lobes, is clearly seen. The choice of the
appropriate offset is dictated by the requirements for the PSF shape, i.e. how high side
lobes can be tolerated in order to obtain a narrow central peak.





















































Figure 3.15: Offset dependence of the AC PSF FWHM and of the side lobe amplitude
before and after confocalization. The FWHM is normalized to the excitation spot FWHM,
and the side lobe amplitudes are normalized to the central peak amplitude. The excitation
and collection objectives are assumed identical.
combinations of excitation and collection objectives. In figure 3.16(a) the absolute FWHM
in p:m is shown. As explained earlier in section 3.1, the resolution improvement is due
mainly to the excitation lens, and this dependence is seen clearly here, particularly when
the offset becomes comparable to the size of the original spots. In figure 3.16(b) the side
lobe amplitude after the confocalization is shown as a function of the offset. The side lobes
are reduced with an increase in collection objective NA, as expected from the multiplication
of excitation and collection PSFs.
Achieving the highest possible resolution in FFSOM arrangement requires a judicious
choice of the numerical apertures used for the excitation and collection side lenses, and of
the separation between the illuminating spots. These parameters can provide a combination
of a narrow main lobe, and reduced sidelobes. As an example, for the case of >TA=0.95
illumination objective, and 1.4 NA collection objective, for the
same wavelengths as used
before, and with a spot separation of 376 nm, the AC PSF is
shown is shown figure 3.17(see































































































Figure 3.16: Offset dependence of the FWHM (a) and normalized side lobes (b) of the confo
































would be about 150 nm, or A//3.9. The two-point image in
x-direction is shown in figure 3.18, with the locations of the two point objects (c5-functions)
are marked with dashed lines.
In a number of applications, on the other hand, such as imaging of certain fluorescently
labeled biological media, the distribution of the fluorophores can be quite sparse. In those
cases, the ability to localize specific sites in an image is particularly important, and the
system may be more tolerant to sidelobes. Hence, one could use a higher NA for the first
lens, with the effect of narrowing the central lobe of the AC spot even further. For example,
a combination of two 1.1 DMA objectives would reduce the FWHM of the central lobe to
around 110 nm (with a 0.37 am offset), or better than Ay/5. However, in using higher NA
objectives, care needs to be taken to ensure that the generation of the orthogonally polarized
focal distribution [76] is at a level that does not result in undue additional interference
between the two spots. The departures from the paraxial prediction of the high NA focal
distributions of the original spots [77] could be compensated for by adjusting the separation
between spots.
3.4.2 Image enhancement
The fact that the fluorescence microscopy imaging can be described as a strict convolu
tion, as shown in equation 3.12, makes it a natural candidate for various image restoration
computer algorithms.
The first step in enhancing the images should be in removing any artifacts resulting
from high side lobes of the effective point-spread function. Similar problems are encountered
in the 4Pi confocal microscopy, where a three-point deconvolution was shown to success
fully improve the image resolution [39,40]. The basic premise is the assumption that the
central lobe and the side lobes have similar shapes, differing only in position and maximum
amplitude. A deconvolving function of the form of a sum of three ^-functions, located at
9The minimum resolvable distance between two point object, as defined by the classical Rayleigh criterion.
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the positions of the three peaks, can be used. In the FFSOM case the side lobes are it out of
phase with the central lobe, so the appropriate function will consist of a positive (5-function
at the origin and two negative ^-functions for the lobes.
It has to be strongly emphasized, however, that the performed confocalization already
has reduced the side lobes to much lower levels compared to levels in similar super-resolving
arrangements. The need therefore for three-point deconvolution is much less urgent in
FFSOM, if necessary at all.
Further image resolution improvement could be achieved after modeling or experimen
tally measuring the effective point-spread function. Application of the standard iterative
deconvolution techniques (see section 2.5) could be particularly successful, because of the
above mentioned convolution nature of fluorescence imaging. The use of these techniques
is beyond the scope of this work, whose goal was to propose and experimentally verify an
optical method for super-resolution.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter a technique was described and demonstrated capable of achieving resolution
beyond the diffraction limit using frequency domain field confinement between two offset
focal spots. The proposed approach is most beneficial for fluorescence imaging, where it
combines a significantly improved lateral resolution
with the excellent optical sectioning
properties of the confocal arrangement. The results of an experimental verification as
applied to fluorescence imaging was described. The method is predicted to be able to
achieve a two-point resolution of 130 nm with suitable optical components used.
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Part II




Spatial variations in pixel
sensitivity of a CCD array
Many contemporary imaging systems employ solid-state area light detectors, such as Charge
Coupled Devices (CCD), Charge Injection Devices (CID), CMOS detectors, Active Pixel
Sensors (APS), etc. Their performance influences the overall imaging capabilities of the sys
tem. In scientific applications as astronomy, microscopy, remote sensing, machine vision,
spectroscopy, the demands for high sensitivity and resolution require thorough understand
ing of the imaging properties of the detector used. The second half of this work is devoted
to an experimental investigation of these properties, in particular the spatial variations in
CCD pixel sensitivity, and their effect on the imaging properties of the detector. The ex
periments were performed with a resolution much higher than previously reported, and is
arguably very close to highest achievable.
In this chapter theoretical foundations of the light detection process will be presented.
In section 4.1 basic definitions of the linear system theory are briefly described to give the
mathematical tools for the detector description. In section 4.2 the basics of the CCD design
and operation are presented. In section 4.3 the effects influencing CCD spatial resolution
are formulated and described traditionally in terms of the Modulation Transfer Function
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(MTF) of the detector. The limitations of such approach are discussed in section 4.4. In
section 4.5 a more general description of the light detection process with its point-spread
function is presented. The application of such an approach and its importance as the most
inclusive performance evaluation metric is discussed in section 4.6.
4.1 Functional Linear Systems Description
The process of detecting an image by a solid state image array is traditionally developed
from the point of view of system theory. A system is defined as a functional mapping
of a set of input functions into a set of output functions [25,62,63]. Let (_Cj,yj) is a two-
dimensional input space, t is the input time coordinate, (x0,y0) is a two-dimensional output
space, and r us the output time coordinate. If only deterministic (nonrandom) systems are
considered, a specified input f{xi,yt,t) must map into an unique output g(_c0,y0,r).The
system is described with the help of operator {} as:
g(xo,y0,t)
= {f(xl,yi,T)} (4.1)
Following this formalism, a solid state fight detector can be mathematically described
as a set of transformation rules, according to which a continuous input (incident) image is
transformed into a discrete output (detected) image. The inherently random nature of the
incident light intensity distribution is accounted for by introducing the concept of noise,
added to a deterministic input function. In a similar manner, the effects of the random
nature of the light detection process in the imager are described as a detection noise, added
to a unique output function. The separation of the deterministic and random parts in the
functional space allows a direct application of the system theory in a strict mathematical
sense.
An extremely important class of systems are
the linear systems. Their significance
is based on the theory, that any function can be decomposed into a sum of
"elementary"
functions, or Dirac 5-functions. It is important therefore to separate
the systems that are
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well behaved with respect to an additive decomposition. The system is said to be linear
if the following superposition property is obeyed for all input functions fx and f2 and all
complex constants a and b:
Hah(^,yut) + bf2{xi,yi,t)}=a{f1(xi,yl,t)} + bS{f2(xi,yi,t)} (4.2)
The response of such a linear system to an arbitrary input function then can be de






Hxo,y0,T;Xi,yi,t) = {8{xi,yi,t))} (4.4)
where the function h(x0,yo,T;Xi,yi,t) is called the impulse response of the system, and
gives the output at {x0,y0,r) for c5-function input (point source) at (xi,yi,t). The concept
of the impulse response function is of a fundamental importance in the linear systems
theory. The knowledge of this function completely defines the properties of the system
under investigation. It is enough to measure the system response to one, and only one
function, S(xi, yt, t), and the response of the system to any input function can be predicted.
An important subclass of linear systems are the invariant linear systems. To be time-
invariant, the system impulse response h(r; t) should depend only on the time difference
(t t), i.e. only time intervals are of importance, not the absolute time points. Therefore
all the points on the time axis are equivalent, and no preferential moment of time exists.
The light detecting process in a solid-state area imager, such as a CCD, is not instantenuos
the device integrates the incident image over time. A truly comprehensive theory of such
a detector system should include the time behavior of the device response function. The
present investigation has no such objective, and the characterization of the time dependence
of the image collection will be beyond the scope of the work. In the expressions to follow
all time dependencies will be omitted.
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Of much greater interest to this work is the concept of the space-invariance. A linear
system is said to be space-invariant (or equivalently, isoplanatic) if:





The response of the systems depends only on space distances, not on absolute space
coordinates. Thus if the input changes in location only (shifts), the output will also change
in location only, not in functional form (hence the name "space-invariant"). If a system
is space- and time-invariant, it is called shift-invariant. Since the time dependence is not




can be used interchangeably.
With the help of the above expression, the superposition integral equation 4.3 takes on
a particularly simple form:
9(x0,y0)=JJf(xl,yl)h(x0-xl,y0-yl)dxudyl (4.6)
oo
or, in an equivalent notation, using the convolution operator [25,63]:
g
= f*h (4.7)
The influence of any subsequent linear systems or subsystems can be accounted for
by performing a chain convolutions, given the knowledge of their response functions. If
n independent linear systems act on an input function, the total system response can be
calculated as:
h = hn* hn-.i * /in_2 * * hi (4.8)
Similarly, if a linear system can be separated into n independent linear subsystems, and the
corresponding response functions of the subsystems are known, the total system response
function can be calculated by performing a chain convolution as defined above.
The Fourier transformH(, n) of the impulse response h(x, y) is called transfer function,
and its modulus the modulation transfer function MTF{^,n). A convolution operation
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in the space domain corresponds to a multiplication operation in the Fourier domain [25,
63]. The response then of shift-invariant linear system is most easily determined through
the Fourier, or spatial-frequency, domain, where only a simple multiplication has to be
performed in order to find the output:
G(Z,n)=?{g(x,y)}, F(^V) = ?{/(*, y)}, H{Z,n) = 3{h{x,y)} (4.9)
G = F-H (4.10)
This mathematical simplicity of the transfer function formalism was one of the reasons
for the development of the linear systems theory. The chain convolution calculation of
the response, as in equation 4.8, is transformed into a much simpler chain multiplication.
No less significant is the insight gained in system behavior. The multiplication is a local
operation the output at a given coordinate point depends only on the input values at this
given point. The effects of a local operation are much more easily visualized and intuitively
understood. This is in a sharp contrast to the effects of a global integral operations, such
as a convolution, where the output at a given coordinate point depends on the input values
at all other coordinate points within the
operands'
support. Another important advantage
is the existence in Fourier space of closed-form solutions to many differential equations,
describing various physical phenomena. These solutions translate into closed-form transfer
function expressions, which are significantly easier to analyze than series solutions in the
space domain.
The spectral representation of periodical functions allows alternative definition ofmod
ulation transfer function. A cosine function has a pair of <5-functions as a Fourier transform.
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For such an input the output spectrum consists of a single spectral component:
f(x) = - 1 + m0cos(2iT^0x) , m0 G R
no = ni(0} = \Uo + \m0 [6^ + 6) + 6(t - 6)
G(0 = F(0 H(0 =
= i (h(0)6(0 + \mQ [H(-ZQ)8(S + 6>) + # (&>)<*( - eo)
g(x)




where was usedH() = H*(), which is the case for ^s{h}
=
0, and is universally true for
real systems.




The modulation depth for an input function / as in Equation 4.11 Sf = |mo|. The output
g in this case is Sg = mo \H(o) |. Thus by measuring the output modulation relative to the
input modulation, the value of the modulation transfer function at a given spatial frequency
can be obtained. It is worth noting, that this equivalent definition of the MTF is indeed
the origin of the term modulation transfer, as this function can be thought of as a transfer
rule for the modulation depth.
4.2 Basics of CCD design and operation
This work is devoted to a new method of performance measurement for a solid-state area
light detectors. For the experimental investigation is used a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD),
so the design and operation basics for this type of the detector are described briefly in this
section.
The basic building block of CCD is a
Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) capacitor,






































Figure 4.1: Basic MOS capacitor structure and its band diagrams
capacitor, it consists of two electrodes, separated by an insulator. One of the electrodes
is the bulk silicon. A thin layer of silicon dioxide (thickness is of the order of hundreds of
angstroms) serves as the isolator. The second electrode, referred to as gate, is placed on top
of the Si02 layer and is made of metal or polysilicon (polycristaline silicon, additionally
doped to increase its conductivity). The gate is held at a voltage V. The substrate is
provided with an ohmic contact held at a ground or reference potential.
Three MOS structure band diagrams for different gate voltages V are shown in fig
ure 4.1(b-d) for p-type silicon [78]. In figure 4.1(b) the accumulation state is shown. The
negative gate voltage bends the energy bands upwards and majority carriers (holes) are
attracted and accumulated at the surface of the silicon. Applying small positive voltage, as
in figure 4.1(c), repels the accumulated holes deep into the semiconductor bulk, creating a
depletion region below the surface, where the electron and hole concentrations are
negligi-
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ble small compared to the acceptor concentration. This is the depletion state of the MOS
capacitor. Further increase of the gate voltage bends the energy bands still downwards,
creating a potential well at the interface, and attracting minority carriers (electrons) to the
surface. At some threshold voltage the electron concentration at the interface becomes com
parable to the acceptor concentration in the substrate. This is the onset of strong inversion
state, and is shown in figure 4.1(d). Any further increase of the gate voltage is screened by
an increase of the electron concentration in the surface layer at the interface and therefore
the width of the depletion region is almost constant [79] .
Any holes generated in this depletion region are repelled into the substrate and col
lected at the ohmic contact. Electrons generated are collected at the interface because of
the existing potential gradient. The surface potential decreases with an increase of the sur
face electron concentration, reducing the surface potential well. With time the thermally
generated electron-hole pairs, constituting the dark current, tend to bring the system back
in the quasi equilibrium state with zero potential gradient, setting a time limit for which
the MOS capacitor is in inversion. The dark current is exponentially dependent on the
temperature, so the inversion state time can be extended by cooling the device.
If an incident photon with energy greater than the semiconductor band gap is absorbed
in the depletion layer, an electron - hole pair is generated, and the electron is collected at the
potential well at the silicon - silicon dioxide interface. A photoelectron generated below the
depletion layer, in the semiconductor bulk, exhibits a random walk until it (a) recombines,
resulting in a lost charge; or (b) reaches the edge of the depletion region, and because of
the existing electric field there is also collected at the surface. The signal, detected by
the capacitor, is the interface charge, which is proportional to the number of the incident
photons. The MOS capacitor therefore can be used as a light sensing device.
The thermally generated electrons introduce noise in the detected signal, and limit
the maximum time available for light detection (i.e. the integration time for the detector)
by filling the potential well. Contemporary devices have extremely low dark current due
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Figure 4.2: Charge transfer between neighboring MOS capacitors
to special techniques in device processing. For example the CCD chip used in this work,
KAF4200, manufactured by Eastman Kodak, has a dark current of less than 10
pA/cm2
[80].
This allows for integration times in the order of seconds without cooling of the chip.
When the illuminating tight falls through the gate structure on top of the silicon dioxide
insulator, the device is referred to as a front-illuminated. Such a device has the advantage
of a well developed manufacturing technology, but it has a very low quantum efficiency
at the short wavelengths due to absorption in the gate structure. An alternative design
is back-illuminated device, where the silicon substrate is thinned and illuminated from the
opposite side of the gates. This results in a higher sensitivity in blue and UV spectrum at
the expense of increased manufacturing difficulties. Both device designs have advantages
and shortcomings, and the choice of the design depends on the specific application the
device will be used for. In this work the performance only of front-illuminated CCD's is
considered.
The CCD array design [78,81,82] is based on the possibility for transferring the interface
charge between closely spaced neighboring capacitors, as
shown in figure 4.2(a). In parts
(b-f) the potential at the silicon-oxide interface and the collected charge are shown for
combinations of gate voltages Vi and V2 at the two capacitors. In figure 4.2(b) the gate








Figure 4.3: Charge transfer and detection in a two-phase CCD sensor
of the high surface potential there. Increasing V_ leads to
"spilling"
the charge into the
neighboring capacitor (figure 4.2(c)). In part (d) the charge is equally split. Subsequent
decrease of Vi while keeping V2 high, as in figure 4.2(e) transfers the rest of the charge from
under gate 1 into gate 2. The process ends with all of the initial charge transferred into
capacitor 2, as shown in part (f).
The Charge-Coupled Device is an array of light sensitive elements, or pixels. Each pixel
consists of a number of MOS capacitors. This number determines the number of phases
of the devices, i.e. how many gates (phases) are in pixel. In figure 4.3 a 3 x 3 subarray
of a two-phase device is shown. The pixels are organized in columns, or vertical registers,
ending at a horizontal register.
The rows are clocked simultaneously and the charge in each row is moved from pixel
to pixel along the corresponding column as a result of periodical clocking gate voltages $i
and $2- The first row is transferred into the horizontal register. Its phases ^hi and h2 are
clocked at a higher speed than the vertical phases. Before the next row is transferred, the
horizontal register is read out by sequentially transferring the charge packets, as shown in
figure 4.3. A sensing node at the end of the horizontal register transforms the charge signal
into a voltage signal. In this manner the charge in the whole area of the CCD is read out
pixel-by-pixel. An on-chip amplifier is incorporated in the device in order to achieve low
noise pre-amplification. External electronics including analog-to-digital converter quantizes
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the voltage signal. The digitized pixel values are stored in a computer, and the image can
be displayed and processed.
4.3 Light detection with CCD - system approach
The light detection process for a charge-coupled device is traditionally described in the
Fourier domain in terms of modulation transfer function. This approach will be followed in
this section in order to introduce the the terminology and physical effects behind it.
In chapter 2.1 the resolution of an imaging system was described as a measure of
the input image degradation in the detection process. Since the CCD consists of discrete
elements, it performs spatial sampling of the input image. The pixel-to-pixel spacing, or
pixel pitch, defines the sampling spatial frequency. According to the Nyquist
theorem10
frequencies higher than a cut-off limit of half the sampling rate will be distorted in the
detected image. The resolution of the device is primarily defined by this cut-off frequency.
In addition to the spatial quantization, the manner in which the light is detected by
a single element of the array also affects the detector resolution. For a front-illuminated
CCD array, the spatial resolution is influenced by several factors:
Spatial distribution of the transmission coefficient;
Diffusion spreading of the photo-generated minority carriers;
Aperture averaging over the photosensitive sites;
Transfer inefficiencies.
Again a one-dimensional, or linear, CCD will be considered. The extension to two dimension




The geometrical and material differences between the various regions of the sensor's basic
photo element, the pixel, give rise to differences in light absorption, reflection, and interfer
ence which collectively cause variation in transmittance [83-86].
In figure 4.4(a) a schematic cross-section of a two-phase, front illuminated CCD is
shown. The pixel on the left Pn is shown as an
"ideal"
pixel the thin layers of the
polysilicon gates and silicon oxide are perfectly flat (or with deviation much smaller than
A). The layers of the neighboring pixel Pn+i shown resemble more closely the real case,
with thickness variations due to device processing nonuniformities.
The transmission, absorption , reflection and scattering are connected through the
energy conservation requirement:
transmission = 1 scattering reflection absorption. (4-15)
All three quantities on the right hand side of this equation vary between the different regions
of the pixel, and therefore the transmission will also exhibit variations within a pixel:
1. Scattering results from nonuniformities with spatial extent on the order of, or smaller
than, the wavelength of the illuminating radiation. Such nonuniformities are observed
as grains in the polysilicon gates, formed during their deposition. Scattering is also
caused by the CCD surface roughness, and by the edges of the polysilicon gates.
2. Absorption coefficient is different for the various layers of the pixel. For example,
polysilicon gates absorption differs from that of the silicon oxide layers. Since the
pixel structure is not uniform, the pixel regions exhibit different absorption.
3. Reflection coefficient at an air-silicon interface at normal illumination is close to
4 % [6]. Because the CCD surface CCD is not perfectly flat, some deviations from this
value occur within the pixel. More importantly, the thickness of the different layers
- polysilicon gates, Si02 isolating layers, passivating layers is comparable to the
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wavelength of the illuminating radiation11. In this case interference effects are major
contributors to the surface reflection, especially with narrow band illumination. The
reflectance therefore is expected to be strongly wavelength dependent [84,87]. This
dependence also affects the quantum efficiency of the detector, and as a rule is given
with the device test data. The nonuniformities of the layers thickness, as shown in
the pixel Pn+i in figure 4.4 give rise to local variations of the interference condition
for the given wavelength. Because of the nonlinear nature of the interference ampli
tude, if the illumination is narrow-banded, the local variations of the reflectance (resp.
transmission) could be quite significant.
An example of transmission variation within a pixel is shown in figure 4.4(b) and 4.4(c)
for two different illumination wavelengths Ai and A2- Because of these variations, the
amount of light that will reach silicon at the different regions of the pixel will be different.
The input intensity distribution therefore is modulated by the transmission map of the
pixel.
Let's assume that a singe pixel of a linear CCD has a transmission function t(x),
as shown in figure 4.4. The explicit wavelength dependence in the equations below will
be omitted, assuming a single spectral component input. The transmission function t(x)
multiplies the input intensity distribution. If io{x) is the light intensity at the surface of
the device, the tight intensity i(x) penetrated into the semiconductor is:
i{x)=t(x)-i0{x). (4.16)
The effect of this variation on the image resolution could be described in the frequency
















Figure 4.4: Transmission nonuniformities
spectrum /() is given by:
oo















where p is the pixel-to-pixel spacing, or the sampling period. Since the transmission effects
are described by multiplication in the space domain, rather than by convolution, there is
no specific MTF associated with transmission degradation.
4.3.2 Photocarriers Lateral Diffusion
The imagers lose resolution when photocarriers generated under one imaging site diffuse
to a nearby site, where they are collected [88,89]. This is shown in figure 4.5, where two







Figure 4.5: Loss of resolution due to lateral diffusion
in the depletion layer of a pixel is collected in the pixel potential well the photon is
"detected"
. A carrier generated below the depletion layer, in the semiconductor bulk, can
be considered to exhibit amotion through the material lattice as described by a random walk
because of the zero potential gradient. If during the integration time such a carrier diffuses
along path 1 into the depletion region of the corresponding phase, it is also collected. The
carrier is detected also if it diffuses along the path 2 in the depletion region of other phase
of the same pixel. If the carrier is on path 4, it eventually recombines in the semiconductor
bulk. The signal is lost, resulting in a device quantum efficiency less than unity. If the path
3 is followed, the charge is detected at a neighboring pixel Pn+i- The effect of a nonzero
signal at a not-illuminated pixel is referred to as a cross-talk due to lateral diffusion.
If the collection (i.e. integration) time is much longer than the minority-carrier recom
bination lifetime r of few microseconds, it is possible to model the diffusion of the carriers
with the steady-state diffusion equation [79,90]
-V2n(x,z) +^^ = ^i(x)a(X)e-a^zT2 (4.19)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient for the minority carriers, L0
=
\TDt is the diffusion
length, a(X) is the absorption coefficient for the given wavelength A, and i(x) is the intensity
distribution of the light penetrating into the semiconductor. It is seen from this equation
that the magnitude of the lateral diffusion depends on the wavelength of the irradiation.
For Si, 1/a varies between 1 and 5 um for wavelengths in the range 500-700 nm. A typical
depletion layer width is on the order of 1 to 2 um, so the blue light is absorbed exclusively
in the depletion region, resulting in smaller lateral diffusion. The longer wavelength light on
the other hand penetrates deeper into the semiconductor, and the number of the recombined
and crosstalk carriers increases.
The expression for the effect of the lateral diffusion, most often given in the literature
is derived by solving the equation 4.19 with an one dimensional, spatially periodic photo-
generation source term i(x) = [1 + cos(27r^a;)]/2. The response of the detector then can
be directly related to the MTF, defined as the depth-of-modulation of the output signal12.
For a surface-channel front-illuminated CCD, with boundary conditions assuming uniform
depletion layer, the MTF is given by [88]:
where
1/L2
= 1/Lq + (27r)2, and Lrj is the depletion layer width.
Many variations of this basic model for the diffusion effect have been developed since.
Lavine et. al [90] have solved the same equation 4.19 with a Gaussian beam as a source
term, and have calculated the cross-pixel response for different wavelengths and pixel sizes.
Later the same group used Monte Carlo simulations in order to accommodate more realistic
boundary conditions [91]. The effects of the diffusion crosstalk could be combined with the
aperture [92] and quantum efficiency [93], in attempt to give a unified MTF of the device.
2




Figure 4.6: Averaging effects due to pixel response function
4.3.3 Aperture averaging
Aperture averaging is a result of the finite dimensions of a single pixel in the CCD array [94].
The signal detected by a pixel is proportional to the integrated input function over the pixel










Traditionally, a uniform response of the pixel is assumed. This is equivalent of assuming
rect(x) aperture function [62], normalized to an unity area:
a(x)
= -red (-) =
a \a/
0, \x\ > %
T < -




(x) dx = 1.
In this case the detected signal ia in equation 4.21 and its spectrum Ia are:
ia{%) = / i(u)red du
J-oo \ a )
= i(x) * red (






Ia(0 = HO - MTFa.
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4.3.4 Transfer inefficiency
The effects of the transfer inefficiency was one of the first to be described in the theory
of spatial sensitivity [81,94,95]. As described in section 4.2, during the photointegration
portion of the imaging process, the incident light photogenerates minority carriers in the
semiconductor, and the resulting charge is collected under the active electrode. For this
charge to be detected, it is transferred from gate to gate sequentially to the output. At each
transfer small amount of charge is left behind, and the ratio of this charge to the original
one is called transfer inefficiency e. The MTF degradation resulting from this effect in one
dimensional case, could be shown to be [95] :
MTFe{Q = exp Ne( 1-cos(2tt^_) (4.24)
where 4> is the CCD shift register phase number, _ is the electrode center-to-center spacing13,
and N is the number of the shift register transfers.
4.3.5 Combined effect
With the help of the above derived expressions for the modulation transfer functions for the
different detection mechanisms in CCD, the combined effect on the image can calculated
by tracing the progress of the object spectrum through every stage of the image formation.
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Transfer inefficiency MTFe -> /()
and the spectrum of the output signal has the generalized form:
oo oo
I(Z) =MTFe() Yl E MTFa{Z-ma)-MTFD(Z-m4s)
71= OO .71=OO
io(.-^n-m^s)-Tn (4.25)
4.3.6 Experimental measurement of MTF of a solid-state detector
Several methods are used for the experimental measurement of the modulation transfer
function of a solid-state detector. They will be briefly described in this section.
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The first group of experimental setups is based on a straightforward treatment of the
MTF as the values of device response spectrum at a given frequency. It was shown in sec
tion 4.1 that this is equivalent to measurement of the ratio between the modulation depths
of output function and a cosine input function (see equations 4.13 and 4.14). Cosine input
images are created by a) a photographic mask, imaged on the surface of the detector; b) an
interference pattern from two laser beams. The first method offers simplicity and relaxed
setup stability requirements, but the cosine input images are not ideal . The
interferomet-
ric method creates cosine pattern close to the ideal, and for that reason was adopted as a
method of choice despite the increased experimental difficulty in achieving the necessary
vibrational stability of the setup.
In the second method a bar pattern, or square wave image, is used as an input im
age [96-98]. Such square wave patterns are represented by binary photographic masks, and
are significantly easier to produce with high degree of precision. The modulation trans
fer function is then calculated from the detected bar pattern using a MTF expansion at
odd-terms, as shown in an early paper [99]. With the modulation of the input and output
images S defined as in equation 4.14, this expansion is given by:
MTF(0 = j






In this kind of square wave measurements the input modulation depth could be assumed
unity. The measured output modulation depth then is usually is referred to as Contrast
Transfer Function (CTF). By measuring the CTF values at odd multiples of the incident
spatial frequency, the MTF value for this frequency can be calculated.
Another method, extensively used in optics and also applied in detector MTF mea
surements, is the measurement of the Line Spread Function (LSF) of the device. LSF is
the response of the device to an one dimensional c5-function, or an infinitely thin line. The
MTF can be shown to be the Fourier transform of this LSF [25, 100, 101]. Traditionally,
this input line function is generated as an image of a slit, oriented along the two axes of the
device, that is along the rows or columns. Such measurement suffers from the shift-variance
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of the solid-state arrays14, although some generalizations have been developed [102,103] to
provide for validity of the LSF concept. A variation of this technique involves illuminating
the array with slanted line function [104], oriented at a small angle with respect to a CCD
axis. The MTF can be calculated from the detected image using a discrete 2D Fourier
transform.
Solid-state detector MTF measurements have also been performed with speckle illumi
nation with certain statistical distribution [102,105-107]. A statistical phase average of the
MTF function is obtained with this method, in an attempt to overcome the shift-variance
problem. If the power densities of the input and output images are PSDq(^) and PSD(),
they are connected through the modulation transfer functionH() of the device as [105,108]:
PSD(0 = \H(0\2- PSD0(li) (4.27)
A band-limited white noise can be used as an input function from random speckle pattern
generated by a computer [105,109]. A laser speckle pattern is also used [108].
4.4 Limits of validity of the MTF approach
Is the linear system formalism useful for a description of real life systems depends primarily
on how closely they are to being linear and shift-invariant. At some level of functional
description, most of the complex real systems are nonlinear, so the linear system approach
is not applicable. Usually some simplifications about the system behavior have to be made
in order to include it in the shift-invariant class. That is, a shift-invariant model of the
system under investigation is created, and the question is then how closely the modeled
system corresponds to the real one.
In optics linear system theory had an enormous implications on the development of the
theory of the image formation. If nonlinear
elements15
are not present, the "conventional",
14
to be discussed in section 4.4
15frequency-doubling crystals, active media, etc.
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continuous optical system (e.g. consisting of any number of lenses) to a high degree is a
linear system. The presence of shift-invariance is not immediately evident. An extensive
research in the last thirty or so years into the wave theory of the optical abberations and
image formation in partially coherent light led to a development of image formation theory
from the standpoint of the linear systems theory. Hopkins [110-114] showed that in the
absence of abberations the system response between the entrance and exit pupil spheres,
not planes, is strictly shift-invariant. The isoplanatism is then defined over restricted re
gions in space, called isoplanatic patches, within which the PSF does not vary significantly
with position [115-117]. The aberrations are calculated in each isoplanatic region, thus
overcoming the problem with their positional dependence. An Optical Transfer Function
(OTF) is used to denote the Fourier transform of the point spread function (PSF). It is
widely recognized the fundamental importance of these two functions in the design of the
imaging system and its analysis.
For electro-optical imaging systems, based on one or two dimensional solid-state area
light detectors, the theoretical justification of the linear system formalism usage is not
yet fully developed. Most of the methods and definitions are directly translated from the
conventional imaging theory.
4.4.1 Linearity
In general, the CCD are highly linear devices. They detect a photogenerated charge, the
amount ofwhich is linearly proportional to the number of the incident photons. The process
of charge transfer could introduce small amounts of nonlinearity in certain CCD devices. At
low light levels, this nonlinearity usually is a result of a deferred
charge16
effect [118, 119]
small charge packages fill existing charge traps in the silicon substrate, creating a threshold
level. A number of image reduction algorithms could be employed in order to compensate
for this effect [120]. Different type of nonlinearity was observed throughout the dynamic
16













Figure 4.7: Illustration of the sampling process
range of the CCD [121], and was attributed to low channel potential values. Photoresponse
nonlinearity was detected also as a result of different antiblooming protections, incorporated
into the modern sensors [122, 123]. Because of the small magnitude of the above effects, the
CCD can be included in the linear systems class.
4.4.2 Shift-invariance
The question of the shift-invariance of the solid-state detectors needs a tittle more attention.
Most of the electro-optic imaging systems such as TV cameras, CCD arrays, etc. sample the
image in one or two directions. If a point source is imaged by such sampled system, the image
will depend on the relative location of the source and the sampling grid [96,105,106,124-127].
The process of sampling can be understood with the help of figure 4.7, where for sim
plicity one-dimensional case is be considered. The extension to two-dimensions is relatively
straightforward17
.
The imaging system described in figure 4.7 is assumed to consist of three subsys
tems. The first subsystem with point spread function PSF\ (x) and optical transfer func-
17The results in 2D have some interesting properties and on their basis new designs for plane arrays have
been proposed [126,128].
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tion OTFi() includes all imaging effects before the sampling (e.g. optics, aperture effects).
The second subsystem is the sampling, followed by a shift-invariant third subsystem with
PSF2{x) and OTF2(0. responsible for the detection of the sampled image (e.g. restoration
filters). Let p be the pixel-to-pixel spacing, and s be the shift between the signal and the
sampling grid. If the input is taken to be a c>-function, the output of the first subsystem will
be PSFi. The sampling subsystem transforms this point spread function into a sampled
PSFS:
PSFS (x;s)= PSFi (x) 5{x - s - np) , (4.28)
n
OTFs(; s) = ?{PSFs(x; _)} = ^{PSF^x)} * 7j^ S(x - s - np) \
= OTFi(i) * J2^U - ~)ej2^, (4.29)
n
^ ^ J
OTFs(i; s) = J2 OTFi (f - -)^sn^. (4.30)
n
\ P /
This PSFS is imaged by the third subsystem. The system PSFsys and its Fourier transform
OTFsys are given by:
PSFsys(x; s) - PSFs(x) * PSF2(x), (4.31)
OTFsys(li; s) = OTFs(; s) OTF2(0
^OTFiU OTF2(0- (4.32)
It is clear from equation 4.30 that the Fourier transform of the sampled spread function
consists of replicas ofOTFi, centered at multiples of 1/p, rotated about axis by an amount
2-Ksn/p, and summed together. The OTFi replicas for n = 1, 0, 1 are shown in figure 4.8.
The bandwidth of the function is assumed finite with maximum frequency m_x- Depending
on the ratio between the sampling period p and ma,x three cases can be considered:










Figure 4.8: First replicas of OTF after the sampling
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This is the undersampling case:
-<2mai = P>^~- (4-33)
As is shown in figure 4.8, the neighboring replicas overlap. In the overlap region
the sampled transfer function is the sum of two (or more) replicas, resulting in a
difference between the transfer function below max and the original replica OTFi.
This is known as aliasing, and it depends on a) amount of overlap, i.e. p/^max ratio;
b) angle of rotation of the replicas, proportional to the space shift s. The transfer
function then depends on the relative position of the input function with respect to
the sampling grid. Therefore, the system is shift-variant.
2. The separation between the replicas is greater than twice the maximum frequency.
This is the oversampling case:
- > 2fmax => P< TT, (4-34)
P ^smai
Different replicas do not overlap in this case, and no aliasing takes place. If im
mediately after the sampling an ideal low-pass filter with cutoff at ma:r is applied
(OTF2(^)
= Red(l;/2rnax)), the zero order replica OTFi can be extracted without
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The above expressions constitute the Nyquist theorem [25,62]. For such an
oversampled-
and-filtered function the sampling period p and the space
shift s do not have any effect.
The restored function is independent of the position the sampling grid. In this ideal
case, the sampling system is shift-invariant.
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?MTF
Figure 4.9: Isoplanatism region definition
3. The separation between the replicas is twice the maximum frequency. This is the
critical sampling case:
= 2& P (4.37)
P ^t,max
This is a limiting case between oversampling and undersampling, and is used as a
reference point for the sampling state of the function, i.e. is the function sampled
below critical (undersampled) or above critical (oversampled) .
The power of the description of the system by its MTF is that a knowledge of this
function determines uniquely the system output. As seen from the discussion above, the
MTF for the sampled systems in the general case is input dependent, since it is a function of
the relative position between the input function and the sampled grid. In this way, strictly
speaking, The concept ofMTF in the classical sense therefore is generally not applicable to
sampled systems.
There are couple of ways to extend the definition ofMTF, so its validity remains in the
group of sampling systems. The first defines the isoplanatism in the Fourier domain, rather
than in the space domain [124]. This is shown in figure 4.9. According to this definition, the
isoplanatic region is that region where the Fourier transform of the PSF may be considered
constant within the measurement accuracy when moving the corresponding point source in
the space domain. The OTF is then defined as the part of the Fourier transform within
that isoplanatic region.
The second way of redefining MTF is to average the PSF with respect to the relative
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space shift s between the sampling grid and the input image (see figure 4.7), thus eliminating
it as an explicit variable in the PSF functional [100,101,125,129-131]. Since the sampling
is a periodical process with a sampling period equal to the pixel-to-pixel spacing p, it is
necessary to average only over a single period. If s is assumed to be randomly and uniformly
distributed, the Average PSF APSF, and the Average MTF AMTF are given by:
rp/2
APSF(x) = / PSF{x; s) ds (4.38)
J-p/2
rp/z
AMTF(0 = / MTF(<i; s) ds (4.39)
J-p/2
The above redefinitions alleviate to a certain extent the mathematical difficulties with
the MTF applications in sampled systems. Alas, the output of the system still cannot
be accurately and uniquely calculated in the Fourier domain. Fortunately, in most of
the practical applications, the input functions are usually oversampled, and the MTF can




this is the primary reason behind the widespread
usage of the modulation transfer function formalism in the area of sampled electro-optical
detectors. May be more importantly, modulation transfer function can be used as a relative
figure-of-merit for the system, allowing a direct comparison between different detectors.
There is one case where the MTF gives the correct transformation rule when the
input is a periodical function, and the sampling is performed over an infinite (or very large)
number of periods. This fact is used in the experimental measurement of the modulation






Figure 4.10: Pixel response function (PRF) of a CCD. a) ideal case; b) nonuniform pixel
response and nonzero cross-talk, close to the real case.
4.5 Pixel Response Function of a solid-state imager
4.5.1 Definition
In section 4.1 the point spread function was defined (see equation 4.4) for shift-invariant
systems as the system response for a c>-function input. Several points has to be taken into
account when applying this definition to a solid-state imager.
Since solid-state imagers consist of light sensitive pixels, the fundamental function that
characterizes the detector is the Pixel Response Function (PRF). This is the the signal
rp(n; x: S\), detected by pixel n as a function of the position x of an illuminating spatial 5-
source with intensity spectrum S\. The time dependence of the detector response is beyond
the scope of this work, and no time variables will be present in the expressions to follow.
The ideal pixel response function of a CCD pixel is shown in figure 4.10(a). It is
described by a red{), or rectangular top-hat, function. This function has a constant value
over the pixel area, reflecting the uniform pixel response of the
ideal pixel. Outside the pixel
area PRF is zero, representing the absence of crosstalk between the neighboring pixels, that
is, no signal is detected for illumination outside the pixel boundaries.
As discussed in section 4.3 a single CCD pixel exhibits spatial variations in its response
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Figure 4.11: Signal detected by the CCD with pixel functions rp(n;x; S\).
ing of the photogenerated carriers. The latter also gives rise to a nonzero crosstalk, as
shown in figure 4.10(b). This nonuniformity of the PRF has important implications on the
imaging properties of the detector.
In order to describe the imaging process in terms of pixel response function and point
spread function, again one dimensional (linear) detector will be considered for notational
and illustrational simplicity. The extension to two dimensions is trivial. Let the detector
under investigation has spatial extent L and TV is the total number of pixels. If the detector
is assumed linear the knowledge of rp(n;x;S\) completely defines the detector's imaging
properties, since its output is uniquely defined for every input image f(x; S\) by:
g(n)
= j f(x; Sx)rp(n; x;Sx)dx 0 < n < N
- 1. (4.40)
In figure 4.11 the PRFs for three pixels are shown. The pixel index n forms an integer set,
while the coordinate index x forms a continuous set. The origin of the coordinate system
is chosen in the origin of the detector. If the pixel-to-pixel distance is p (pixel pitch), pixel
n has coordinate np in the continuous coordinate
system.
According to this treatment, every pixel of the detector has its own response func
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Figure 4.12: Graphic representation of the total pixel response function of a CCD. The
image formation of a line source is also shown.
correspondingly positioned, as shown in figure 4.12. The image formation of line source
(equivalent to a <5-source in this one dimensional geometry) as an input is also shown. Be
cause of the pixel crosstalk, signal will be detected not only at the illuminated pixel, but
also at its neighbors. Moreover, because of the nonuniformity of PRF, the detected signal
will depend on the position of the ci-source within the pixel. Combined with the sampled
effect, this amounts to a shift-variance of the solid-state imager system.
In a real detector, variations of PRF exist across the array, due to device processing
nonuniformities. If these variations are small compared to the PRF itself, the pixels can be
assumed to be equivalent. The detector then can be characterized with a single function
r(x; S\), centered on every pixel. The signal g(n) then is given by:
g(n; S\) = j f{x; Sx)r(x
-
np; Sx) dx =>
g(x; Sx) = -comb (-) [f(x; Sx) * r(-x; Sx)]. (4.41)
P \PJ
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The function r(x; Sx) plays then the role of a point spread function of the device, since
the detector output is calculated by convolving the input with with the PRF and subse
quently sampling at the pixel positions. Since input output transformation is unique, the
knowledge of r(x; Sx) is sufficient for complete description of the spatial image formation
process.
As discussed in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the spatial variations of the PRF depend
crucially on the wavelength of the illuminating tight through the wavelength dependence
of the absorption and thin-film transmission coefficients. For this reason the wavelength
spectrum Sx is kept as an explicit function parameter of the PRF and PSF.
It should be emphasized, that the traditional definition of a point spread function is
quite different from the pixel response function and point spread function, introduced above.
In classical sense, the PSF is the response of the detector for <5-input. For the detector shown
in fig. 4.12, this is the image of the tine source. This function is discrete, since it is defined
in the discrete pixel numbers space. A collection of these functions for every position of the
line source within a pixel constitutes a detector point spread function. As can be seen in
figure 4.12, this amounts to a collection of cross-sections of the total PRF with x = const.
On the other hand, the PRF as defined in the beginning of this section, are cross-
sections of total PRF with n = const, that is, the response of a single pixel as a function of
the position of the J-source. The function is continuous, since it is defined in the continuous
space of the coordinate x. This definition and the classical one from above are equivalent
in the sense, that they include the same information. The present definition is used in this
work because in the case of PRF equivalence between different pixels results in detector
PSF that is continuous function of the same dimensions as the array. This results in simpler
calculation procedures and better visualization of the detector performance.
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Optical spot Scanning region (b)
rv>i
Figure 4.13: Experimental measurement of the Pixel Response Function (PRF). Top view
of the detector surface (a). The image of the optical spot as detected by the CCD is shown
in (b)-(d) for three positions of the optical spot.
4.5.2 Experimental measurement
The direct experimental measurement of the pixel sensitivity function (and the subsequent
calculation of the point spread function) of a solid-state image detector follows closely the
definition of PRF. A spatial <5-source has to be used as an input image for the detector. In
reality, an illuminating source is needed with the smallest spatial dimensions on the CCD to
keep photogeneration as localized as possible. The illumination therefore can be performed
by an optical microscope with the highest spatial resolution, or smallest optical spot. This
microscope uses the detector as its sample. The optical spot is scanned in a raster fashion
over a pixel and its neighbors as shown in figure 4.13(a). The CCD is read out at every
position along the scan, and the image of the optical spot is recorded. Examples of such
CCD images for three positions of the illuminating spot are shown in figure 4.13(b)-(d). The
signal detected at the pixel in the middle as a function of the source position is recorded,
thus directly measuring PRF of this pixel. The PSF is calculated by averaging PRFs over
a number of pixels.
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A combination of factors significant experimental difficulties and underestimating the
PSF importance, while overestimating MTF significance is responsible for the small num
ber of detector PSF measurements performed. The earliest report is of Borchard [132] in
1991. The measurements were performed on a CCD with pixel size 13 um with resolution
on the order of 2 am for the green light used. Variation of the pixel sensitivity having
a bell
shape1
were observed. The result was expected, since close to the pixel edges the
diffusion crosstalk decreases the detected signal. Moreover optical crosstalk20, significant
for this small features ratio (i.e. pixel size/spot size) of 6.5, also leads to a edge drop-off of
the signal.
In 1994 Jorden et. al [86] performed similar experiment to determine the pixel nonuni
formity of some scientific front and back illuminated CCDs. The driving force behind their
research was an attempt for explanation of the observed effects in high resolution astronomy
and spectroscopy images, involving severe undersampling. The resolution was on the order
of 3 am, but because of the bigger pixel sizes (22-24 um, features ratio 8) more features
of the PRF were resolved, showing a deviation from the bell shape for a front illuminated
device. The same year a group in JPL, involved in Active Pixel Sensors (APS) research,
measured the PRF of their experimental devices in order to determine the collection effi
ciency of the proposed device structures (Mendis et. al [133]). The resolution was of the
order of 1.5 p,m for pixel sizes of 50-100 um. Significant variations across the pixel area
were observed, as was to be expected from the complicated APS pixel geometry. Finally,
Wan et. al [134] in 1995 published PRF measurement of a linear CCD with resolution 3 um.
Because of the small pixel size of 14 am only bell shape variations were observed.
19
The sensitivity is highest at the pixel center and falls smoothly towards the pixel edge
20When probing optical spot of nonzero size is close to pixel edges, some light illuminates neighboring
pixels also, thus splitting the total signal between the pixels
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4.6 PSF vs. MTF
The point spread function is the primary measure of the system performance. Its knowledge
allows a complete detector characterization. From it is always possible to derive the modula
tion transfer function as its Fourier transform. The reverse, as was shown in the section 4.4,
is not true. The sampling performed by the CCD destroys the uniqueness of the transfor
mation between modulation transfer function and point spread function. The knowledge
then of the MTF does not necessarily translate into knowledge of the PSF. Moreover, the
characterization of the array, as discussed in section 4.5, has to include measurement of
the PRF variation. Since MTF is a global transformation (many pixels contribute to the
measured quantity), it is a function of some averaged PRF, and cannot provide informa
tion about PRF variation across the array. Therefore its point spread function is the most
inclusive device performance measure.
The drawback of the PSF measurements is the increased complexity of the experimental
measurement. TheMTF measurement requires only a single CCD frame (not counting data
averaging), as discussed in section 4.3.6. The corresponding PSF measurement requires a
number of CCD frames, one for each scan position (see section 4.5.2). It should be pointed
out that the measurement challenges increase in a highly nonlinear fashion with increase of
the desired resolution. The complete scan of a single pixel could take up to an hour if a
high spatial resolution is required, as will be discussed at length in the next chapter. This
sets an enormous stability requirements on the experimental setup. For instance, in the
experiment described later the mechanical drift of the whole setup had to be kept below
half a micron per hour. In short, the task of a high resolution detector PSF measurement
is quite non-trivial.
The choice ofMTF or PSF as a measure for device performance depends primarily on
the detector applications. In great percentage of solid-state detector usage the input image
can be considered oversampled. If no image restoration is intended, the MTF provides
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sufficient information for the detector users, mostly in the form of cut-off frequency value
and the amount of the aliasing for higher frequencies. But, as was mentioned earlier, the
main use of MTF could be as a comparison tool between different devices. The relative
simplicity ofMTF experimental techniques provides a good basis for standardization. MTF
data can be supplied by the manufacturer in the detector test sheet.
For a number of engineering and scientific application though, the information provided
by the MTF is not sufficient, and the knowledge of the point spread function is essential.
These cases include:
1. Device design. The pixel response function directly shows the light detecting charac
teristics of the different pixel areas. This information could be used to correct existing
device pixel structures or develop new ones with specific requirements, such as greater
quantum efficiency, collection efficiency, collection uniformity, etc.
2. Image reconstruction. In a number of scientific problems, such as in microscopy,
astronomy, remote sensing, the spatial resolution of the obtained images is of a primary
importance [135, 136]. This resolution can be improved by increasing the imaging
system resolution, or, equivalently, narrowing the imaging PSF. The detected image,
given by the convolution of the input image and the imaging system PSF, exhibits
smaller distortion and as a result finer details can be resolved. Such a path was chosen
in Part I of this work.
Another solution of the problem follows from the image formation principles given in
section 4.4.1. It was shown that in an oversampling case the original image can be
restored if the point spread function of the imaging system is known. The restoration
involves a deconvolution of the detected image with the imaging PSF. If a solid-state
detector is at the heart of the imaging system, its PSF contributes to the total imaging
PSF. The restoration precision therefore depends on the detector PSF.
3. Photometry. In photometry the brightness of different image areas is measured with
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high precision. This is achieved by a summation of the pixel values over the area
of interest. For example in astronomy the brightness of a star is measured over an
extended period of time in order to detect periodical brightness variations indicating
perhaps a planet revolving around it [119,137]. In fluorescence microscopy the image
intensity variations provide important information about the sample structure [138].
When the pixel response is uniform, the total photometry signal over the area of
interest is independent of the image position. This is easily seen if the image detail is
less than a pixel in size. The signal of this partially illuminated pixel by definition will
be constant (see figure 4.10). In case of nonuniform pixel response though, the total
photometry signal will depend on the relative position of the image with respect to the
pixel grid. These signal variations with image position can be treated as a shift-noise,
which has to be added to the other noise sources in the total noise estimation.
4. Centroiding. In applications such as machine vision, astronomy and spectroscopy the
distance between parts of an image has to be measured with subpixel precision. In
this cases the image details are modeled as an analytical
functions21
and the distances
are measured between the estimated center of weights, or centroids, of these function.
Because of the convolution nature of the detection process, the centroid of the detected
image depends on the centroid of the pixel response function [86]. For asymmetric
PRF the centroid does not coincide with the geometrical pixel center. Any variations
of the PRF across the array also introduce variations of the PRF centroid, and subse
quently, systematic centroiding error in distance estimation. Moreover, as the PRF is
wavelength dependent, so is its centroid. Therefore distances measured between parts
of an image detected at different wavelengths, as in spectroscopy, also will exhibit sys
tematic error. Because in the MTF measurement the phase information in frequency
domain is lost no asymmetry of the PSF can be detected. The centroiding error then
is undetectable in MTF detector characterization.
21
e.g. Gaussian, Lorentzian, Airy, etc.
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To address these problems the pixel response function of the detector has to be mea
sured. Results from such an experimental measurement are presented in the next chapter.
An investigation of the shift and centroiding errors arising from the real pixel response
function will also be presented.
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Chapter 5
Experimental measurement of the
pixel response function of a CCD
In the previous chapter the fundamental importance of the pixel response function (PRF)
of a solid-state tight detector was described. The basic technique for PRF measurement
was also introduced. In this chapter a detailed discussion on the specifics of the different
experimental configurations is given [139, 140]. The results of PRF measurements for a
specific charge coupled device detector are also presented. In section 5.1 the choice of
an appropriate experimental setup is formulated. Section 5.2 describes the setup and the
experimental procedure used. Section 5.3 presents the experimental results, which are then
discussed in section 5.4.
5.1 Choosing an experimental configuration
The experimental procedure follows the general idea outlined in section 4.5.2. Light is
focused on the detector surface in the form of a spot. This spot is scanned in a stepped
raster fashion over a single pixel and its immediate neighbors, and at each position the CCD
is read out. From this set of CCD images the pixel sensitivity and crosstalk are derived.
If the detector PRF is to be measured directly, a spatial 5-source has to be used. In
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Figure 5.1: Generalized experimental setup for measurement of Pixel Response Function
(PRF) of a CCD
reality, an illuminating source is needed with the smallest spatial dimensions on the CCD
to keep photogeneration as localized as possible. The optical configuration that creates an
intensity distribution with smallest dimensions by definition is a microscope. The problem
then is analogous to selecting an optical microscope with the highest spatial resolution.
Initially it was thought that a Near-Field Scanning Optical Microscope (NSOM) [49,
51, 53, 141-144] would be employed. As described in chapter 2.4, NSOM consists of an
aperture, several times smaller than the wavelength of the optical radiation. This aperture
is placed in close proximity to the sample and is used to illuminate the sample in the
near-
field. The size of the illuminating spot with this techniques can be as small as A/20, A being
the wavelength of the incident light. This size is directly determined by (a) the size of the
scanning aperture; and (b) by its distance to the sample, typically 1 to 10 nm.
In the present case, the "sample", i.e. the CCD active region, is located below the
Si Si02 interface, and therefore the minimum
aperture-
"sample"
separation is equal to
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the distance between the surface of the CCD array and the semiconductor surface. To
this separation contribute the oxide thickness of several hundred angstroms, polysilicon
gates thickness of 5000-7000 A, possibly on several levels, and the thickness of the isolation
layers of silicon dioxide. The total thickness (i.e. the surface-
"sample"
separation) could
amount to more than a micron in most of the contemporary CCD arrays. This is shown in
figure 5.2, where the interface plane is located at coordinate z = 0, while the CCD surface
is located at distance d from it. A cross-section of the intensity distribution for NSOM
case is shown with solid lines. The size of the optical spot was calculated using the existing
electromagnetic theory of light propagation through small apertures [49,58,143] for a probe-
sample separation _ = 0.6 am, which is the lower limit of the possible surfaceinterface
thickness. The results showed that the spot size at the interface will be approximately
0.7 um. This is bigger than the spot that could be produced from a high numerical aperture
(NA) objective in a conventional scanning optical microscope (SOM) configuration. A
cross-section of such an intensity distribution is shown in figure 5.2 with dashed lines for
comparison with NSOM case. The spatial resolution of NSOM in this case therefore will be
actually lower than the resolution of conventional SOM. In addition, because the contrast
in NSOM comes from the regions of the sample located in the near-field (the CCD surface
in this case) , the effect of any inhomogeneities of the surface on the detector sensitivity will
be greatly exaggerated, effectively creating sensitivity
"artifacts"
. The results from NSOM
measurement become even more ambiguous, when the intensity distribution divergence is
considered, since this divergence is greater than in the far-field configuration. That would
lead to an increase of the optical crosstalk22, as shown in figure 5.2, to unacceptable levels.
Therefore, NSOM is not applicable in principle for the present purpose.
Another possibility is to use a high NA objective in a conventional scanning microscope
configuration. Such a microscope exhibits spatial resolution ~ A/2NA For an air-spaced
objective-sample separation, or dry system, NA is less than unity, with a minimum achiev-



















Figure 5.2: Cross-section of the illumination intensity distribution for NSOM (solid tine) and
conventional far-field microscopy (dashed line) . The optical spot size defining the resolution
is measured at the Si Si02 interface, corresponding to z=0. Because of the finite distance
d between the CCD surface and the interface, the NSOM spot size is bigger than one in the
conventional case.
able spot size ~ A/2. If an immersion oil were applied to the surface of the CCD (without
damaging it), an oil-immersion objective with NA as high as 1.5 can be used, giving a lateral
resolution for A=488 nm (blue tine ofAr+ laser) on the order of 0.2 fim. This is the highest
lateral resolution that could be achieved with conventional optical microscopy. However,
an oil-immersion microscope may not be desirable when the
"sample"
is a CCD because
a) using a very high NA results in an increased optical crosstalk; and b) the immersion
oil changes the transmissivity of the detector surface. These effects are discussed in more
detail below.
Any carriers, detected in a pixel that is not the illuminated pixel, are referred to
as a crosstalk. Diffusion crosstalk, as discussed in section 4.3.2, is a result of carriers
generated in the illuminated pixel, diffusing within the semiconductor and being collected
by a neighboring pixel. Optical crosstalk, on the other hand, is a result of carriers being
produced in a neighboring pixel because photons slightly illuminate that pixel even when the

















Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the illumination intensity distribution, illustrating the origin
of the optical crosstalk. In (a) the optical spot on the CCD surface is located entirely
within a pixel, but because of the divergence in the bulk photocarriers are generated in the
neighboring pixel. In (b) the surface spot is contained in two pixel simultaneously. The
overlap can be estimated from a reflection image of the surface.
locations of intensity distribution axis. In figure 5.3(a) an optical source of finite dimensions
is positioned very close to the periphery of a pixel, so the spot surface area includes parts
of the two neighboring pixels. The two pixels are then illuminated simultaneously. If the
"illuminated"
pixel is defined to be the one containing the center of the stimulating spot,
part of the signal detected by the neighboring pixel is then a result of the optical crosstalk.
This optical crosstalk can be compensated for if (a) spot intensity distribution is known,
e.g from theoretical calculation or direct experimental measurement of the objective focal
distribution; and (b) location of its center is known e.g from a reflection image of detector
surface.
The amount of optical crosstalk is harder to estimate when the edge of the spot is close
to the pixel edge, so the surface spot is entirely within boundaries of a pixel. This is shown
in figure 5.3(b). Because of the light divergence in ^-direction, the intensity distribution
radius is bigger in the semiconductor bulk. The increased optical footprint in the bulk
causes the neighboring pixel to detect carriers generated within its volume, even though the
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Figure 5.4: Cross-section of the illumination spot geometry used in this experiment. The
light intensity distribution in the bulk is shown for two different numerical apertures. The
higher NA is shown with the dashed line. The smaller NA (solid lines) corresponds to that
used in the experiment described here.
with an increase in the objective NA as a results of an higher divergence of the light intensity
distribution in the bulk of the semiconductor. In figure 5.4 the intensity cross-section for
two NA are shown, the higher one depicted with dashed lines. The increase of the optical
crosstalk area is shown.
The position of the focal plane is also of importance for the amount of the optical
crosstalk. The latter is minimized if the focal plane is located approximately in the middle
of the depletion depth, as shown in figure 5.4. The optical crosstalk also depends on the
semiconductor absorption depth at the illumination wavelength. A short absorption depth
results in most of the photons absorbed close to the interface and to the focal plane, where
the radial optical size is smaller, therefore introducing smaller optical crosstalk. For longer
absorption lengths, a bigger part of the incident photons are absorbed in the semiconductor
depth, where the radial size is bigger, and so is the crosstalk.
To summarize, the optical crosstalk increases with increase of the the illuminating beam
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NA and with increase of the absorption length. The above discussion shows that the optical
crosstalk comes from the experimental setup rather than being a property of the detector
itself (and is different from diffusion crosstalk). It represents an experimental limitation that
needs to be minimized by restricting the numerical aperture of the imaging objective. This
is also the second reason why NSOM configuration is not applicable for this experiment.
The divergence of the far-field intensity distribution in NSOM is much larger [49,52, 143],
because of the sub-wavelength size of the probe, as illustrated in figure 5.2. This would
lead to a dramatic increase of the
"bulk"
crosstalk, overshadowing the diffusion crosstalk,
measurement of which is one of the experiment goals. To a lesser degree similar effect
takes place if an immersion oil is used to increase the objective NA. While the use of an
immersion oil will increase the resolution of the details observed within a pixel, it will also
undesirably increase optical crosstalk.
The second drawback of using an immersion oil microscope is that the refractive index
of the immersion oil is very close to that of the glass, and applying it to the surface of
the CCD drastically changes the Maxwell boundary conditions at the air-surface interface.
This would lead to significantly different transmission and reflection coefficients. Since
transmission variations play a dominant role in the spatial variation of pixel sensitivity, as
explained in section 4.3.1, the use of oil would alter the irradiance arriving in the active
region of the detector and therefore the detected point spread function would differ from that
found in normal operation. On the other hand, such a technique would allow decoupling, to
a certain degree, of the transmission and collection efficiency effects, and direct measurement
of the latter.
Special attention at this point has to be drawn to the fact, that the imaging is performed
within the semiconductor medium. At 500 nm the refractive index of Si is approximately
3.3 and that of Si02 is 1.4. The true resolution of the system will then be defined by the
intensity distribution of the light inside the semiconductor. The expression given above
for the radius of the Airy disk is usually assumed to valid for air. But it is valid for any
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medium, since it incorporates the refractive index of the medium in the numerical aperture
definition NA = n sina, since in it A is the wavelength in vacuum [6, 145]. If the Snell's
law is valid, which is the case when the refractive surface is away from the focus, then
the numerical aperture is an invariant, and the radius of the Airy disk remains the same.
Very close to the focus, the phase surfaces of the incident front are no longer spherical, but
become planes with discontinuities at the positions of the diffraction minima. Since it is
assumed in the experimental geometry, that the incident light is strictly perpendicular to
the CCD surface, the new refraction surface will not cause any deviations of the Pointing
vector, and therefore the intensity distribution in the new medium will be the same as in
air again.
For the purpose of this work, an air-spaced microscope configuration was adopted. The
factors influencing the spatial variation of the CCD subpixel sensitivity were suspected to
be wavelength-dependent. In order to
"bracket"
the results for the two ends of the visible
spectrum, the scanning microscope experiment was performed at two different wavelengths
- 488 nm using an Argon Ion laser, and 633 nm using a HeNe laser.
5.2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup is shown in figure 5.5. It includes:
1. Laser. Two lasers were used :
Ar+ Uniphase Cyonics model 2201-65ML and HeNe
Uniphase model 110 IP;
2. F : Oriel holographic notch filters for 488 nm and 633 nm (Oriel);
3. Bragg : acousto-optic Bragg cell modulator Isomet AOM 1205C-2. The light is mod
ulated to improve signal-to-noise ratio of the reflected signal;
4. P\: polarizer. In combination with P2 it controls of the illumination intensity. Pi

























Figure 5.5: Experimental setup for measurement of the pixel response function of a CCD
detector. 113
detected by the CCD is approximately two thirds of the full well signal;
5. P2: fixed polarizer, defining the polarization orientation of the illumination;
6. Shutter: UniBlitz model VS25;
7. Li : objective, Olympus 60x, NA=0.85;
8. Ph : pinhole, 5 am diameter;
9. L2 : objective, Zeiss 2x, NA=0.07;
10. BS1 : beam-splitter, for laser intensity monitoring;
11. L3 : objective, Melles Griot lOx, NA=0.25;
12. BS2 : beam-splitter, for monitoring the reflected light;
13. L\ : focusing lens, f=70 mm;
14. L5 : objective, Olympus MS LWD Plan 40x, NA=0.6;
15. PD : photodiode. Low noise Thorlabs silicon PIN diode model DET1-SI;
16. PMT : photomultiplier tube Oriel;
17. Lockln : lock-in amplifier Stanford Research SR830 DSP;
18. PCI : personal computer CompuAdd, 386/33;
19. PC2 : personal computer Micron, 486/66;
20. CCD : CCD chip Eastman Kodak KAF 4200. Camera head and electronics is
Photo-
metrics;
21. XYZ piezos : piezoelectric translators Physik Instrumente P-280.30, 100 am total
range in each direction;
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The setup is essentially a scanning reflecting microscope with the CCD as the
"sample"
.
The optical system consists of two parts. The illumination part includes filter F, polarizers
Pi and P2, objectives L\, L2, L%, L$ and pinhole Ph. The reflection collection part includes
objectives L4 and L4. Light intensity is controlled by a pair of polarizers Pi, P2 and the
mechanical shutter. Spatial beam cleaning and expansion is performed by an objective L\,
pinhole Ph and objective L2. The beam intensity through the remainder of the system can
be considered spatially uniform. A phase modulation of the light is performed by a Bragg
cell in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflection image. The light is focused
on the surface of the CCD by the imaging objective L5. The photomultiplier PMT records
the reflection image from the CCD surface, Ir(x,y), that is used to locate the optical spot
position absolutely.
The size of the photogeneration source is defined by the focal intensity distribution of
the imaging objective. It is crucial for the validity of the results that this distribution is
identical at every scanned position on the CCD. Only then the detected signal reflects the
imaging properties of the detector and not of the illumination system. To ensure this, scan
ning was performed by moving the CCD, thereby maintaining an axially aligned stationary
optical system. This configuration has another extremely important advantage. Since the
imaging is along the optical axis, all of the off-axis abberations are zero by default. The
only primary abberations present are the spherical and chromatic abberations. The imaging
objective used in this work is well corrected for spherical abberations, which is the case for
most of the high quality microscope objectives. The use of a single wavelength illumina
tion eliminates the chromatic abberations. The focal distribution then can be considered
diffraction limited.
In the diffraction limited case the focal plane distribution is given by the Airy function.
Along the optical axis the extension of the region of
"collimation"
around the focal plane
(depth-of-field for the experiment) is around 1.5 am for A=488 nm [6]. The absorption
length of light in Si at this wavelength is 1 um [90], so to a first approximation, the
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photogeneration source can be considered as an axially uniform beam with Airy function
intensity radial distribution, i.e. cylindrical photogeneration source (see Figure 5.4). For
red light with A=633 nm the collimation region is on the order of 2 um, the absorption
length is ~ 2.3 um, so the experimental geometry remains unchanged.
Using an objective with higher NA will increase the resolution within the pixel because
of the smaller optical size at the focal plane, but will also increase the optical crosstalk
between the neighboring pixels because of the bigger spot size in the bulk23, leading to a
systematic error in the experiment. To minimize this error, a cylindrical photogeneration
source is the best experimental geometry. The numerical aperture is chosen to satisfy this
condition for the absorption coefficients at the wavelengths used.
The CCD head is mounted on a XYZ stage of three piezoelectric translators, whose
position was controlled by a computer PCI. The Z direction is along the optical axis, while
the scanning was performed in XY directions. The CCD used was an Eastman Kodak
model KAF4200 two-phase device, consisting of 2033 x 2044 pixels, each 9am x 9am in
area. The CCD readout was performed by a PC2 IBM computer , using a Photometries
CE200 camera electronics controller equipped with a 12 bit/500 kHz A/D board.
There are number of sources of noise with this experimental arrangement including
laser power fluctuations, sensor noise, and noise from mechanical drift of the piezo stages.
Reducing the mechanical drift of the experimental setup was one of the biggest chal
lenges of this experiment. The stability of the setup is of primary importance. Translation
stages are used only where absolutely necessary. Most of the optical elements are perma
nently positioned with screws to the
optical table, being optically aligned in the same time.
The gained stability far outweighed the increased alignment difficulties. The air flow and
air temperature changes are other significant sources of mechanical drift. The size and
complexity of the setup made building an air-isolation box impractical. The laboratory
was isolated to the best of our abilities from the building air-conditioning. The precautions
23see section 5.1
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taken resulted in drift of the optical alignment at the imaging objective focal plane of 1 um
per day.
The dominant source of mechanical drift turned was the piezo stage with mounted
CCD camera head. The Lambda Physik piezos used have a maximum push/pull force of
50 N [146]. Their nonlinearity increases with increasing the applied load, so the camera
head was disassembled and stripped of everything unnecessary, in order to reduce its weight.
The stability was also strongly influenced by vibrations of the control electronics cooling
fan. These low frequency vibrations were transferred through the rigid connection cable
to the camera head. After vibrational isolating the electronic box and the cable from the
optical table, the drift of the camera head was brought down to 0.5 um/houi. This defined
the stability of the whole experimental setup.
To minimize the influence of the mechanical drift, the shift between the initial and
final position of the illuminating spot with respect to the CCD had to be less than spot's
dimensions. That is, the total drift in the scanning time needed to be kept smaller than
the lateral resolution of the microscope (0.5 am). Since the drift noise is proportional to
the total scanning time, the latter was necessarily limited to less than one hour.
Another noise originates in the laser power fluctuations. Denoting the laser power as
/, its standard deviation 07, integration time t with standard deviation o>, the energy E
(or exposure) received by the CCD at every point of the scan and its error oe is:








The maximum energy received by the CCD is determined by the detector saturation signal,
and in the experiment is kept close to 2/3 of the full well capacity. The first term on the
right hand side of equation is the relative noise of the laser power, and does not depend on
the laser power to a first
approximations24
because the light intensity was controlled by the
4neglecting the polarization rotation noise
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crossed polarizers. The standard deviation aT, given by the precision of the shutter used,
is constant. Therefore in order to reduce the exposure error, the integration time has to
be as long as possible. The drift and exposure noise thus have opposite dependencies on
the scanning time. The best compromise is keeping the total scanning time close to the
maximum allowed by the drift, i.e. approximately one hour.
The total scanning time Tf0t is a product of the number of scanning points Ntot and
the integration time for a single point r:
Ttot
= Ntot-T =NxNyr=^f-. (5.3)
x y
where Lx,Ly are the scanned region dimensions, Nx,Ny are the scanning points numbers
in each direction, and 5X, 5y are the corresponding spatial steps. The step in each direction
has to be close to the microscope resolution of half a micron, so as not to unnecessarily
oversample (wasting time) or under sample (wasting resolution). The scanning region is
required to encompass at least an entire pixel with parts of its nearest neighbors. This size
is determined by the pixel size of the detector25, and in turn gives an estimation for Nx, Ny.
As a result of the above considerations, and taking into account various software and
hardware speed limitations, the shutter speed was selected to be 200 ms (i.e. the integration
time for each spot), and the scanning range 15 to 20 um with 50 x 50 scan points.
Ideally, the reflectance and the CCD-detected image should be obtained simultane
ously. However, the saturation signal of KAF 4200 is 80,000 electrons, or ~ 7 x
10~u
J
for A=550 nm photons. Using a CCD quantum efficiency of 40% (from the Kodak data
specification sheet) and an integrating time of 200 ms, the full well incident energy trans
lates into a maximum of incident optical power of 0.3 pW. At the first air-silicon oxide
interface the reflectivity would be on the order of a few percent. Therefore the reflected
signal from the CCD would be less than 20 fW. The signal-to-noise ratio, obtained for
this reflection signal using the photomultiplier, is much less than unity, and thus the signal
5
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would be undetectable. Therefore the reflection image had to be taken in a separate scan
with a higher illumination level than that used to obtain the CCD sensitivity image.
The experimental procedure adopted was to gather data in three consecutive scans of
the optical spot over the CCD. At the beginning of the experiment, the spot was positioned
at the origin of the scanning region. The spot was scanned over the desired region, and
the reflectance image Ir(x,y) of the CCD recorded. The optical spot was then moved back
to the origin, presumably to the same position as used at the beginning of the reflectance
scanning. The spot was scanned again over the same region as before, but this time at
every position of the scan the image of the spot as detected by the CCD was recorded (i.e.
the CCD was readout). Nine frames of this set are shown in figure 5.6, illustrating how the
signal at each CCD pixel varies as a function of optical spot position. From this set of CCD
images (one for every position) the pixel response function R(n, m; x, y) was reconstructed,
and was a measure of the PSF of the detector. From R(n,m; x, y) the the pixel sensitivity,
the crosstalk, and MTF can be derived. At the end of this second scan, the spot was moved
back to the origin position and another reflection scan was performed. The two reflection
images (before and after the sensitivity map measurement) were compared, and if they were
identical the experimental data was acceptable. Otherwise the data was discarded, since
any discrepancy between the two images suggested drift in the piezo stages over the time
scale of the experiment.
The laser light intensity Io(x,y) was monitored during the experiment by photodi
ode PD. The reflectance signal from the CCD, Ir(x,y) and the measured CCD signal
R(n,m;x,y) are normalized using Io{x,y) at every position of the scan, so the noise at
tributable to the intensity variations in the light source were minimized. The total noise
was estimated to be on the order of 0.2 % of the full well signal.
The piezoelectric translators used are inherently nonlinear devices, that is the trans
lation distance is a nonlinear function the applied voltage. The scanning step is constant
in voltage, and therefore it varies in absolute distance. This effect






























Figure 5.6: Nine CCD frames, 10 x 10 pixel each, are shown for different positions of the
optical spot. A set of 2500 frames was obtained in a single sensitivity scan. From this set
the pixel sensitivity function is derived.
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the raw reflectance image as a distortion. To compensate for this nonlinearity, a piece of
phase grating with known constant spatial period was attached to the camera head as it
is mounted on the piezo stage. The scanning was performed again with the same voltages
applied to the piezos, as in the sensitivity scanning measurement. The reflection image of
the grating was obtained instead of the reflection of the CCD. After averaging a number
of grating images a polynomial fit was performed to obtain the voltage =4> distance depen
dence. From this fit new coordinates were calculated for the points along the scanning
region. These coordinates was used for display and manipulation of the reflection images
and pixel sensitivity function throughout this work.
Special measures had to be taken to eliminate stray light in the form of a ghost signal.
Because of the extremely high sensitivity of the CCD, the experiments had to be performed
in total darkness. Every light source in the laboratory was eliminated, including all of the
signal tights of the electronics used26, such as lock-in amplifiers, oscilloscopes, keyboard
lights, and so on, by taping them over. The only light source left was the laser. Still, some
ghost images were observed because of the reflections in the optical path. This required
covering with a soft black cloth the imaging objective holder and the camera head/piezo
stage system. Only a small hole was left in the cloth with size slightly larger than the beam
diameter. A cloth was used to minimize the mechanical pressure on the camera head in
order to reduce the mechanical drift.
5.3 Results
The results from the above described experiment are shown in figure 5.7 for A=488 nm and
figure 5.8 for A=633 nm.
Reflection images are shown in figure 5.7(a) and figure 5.8(a). The boundaries of the
central pixel are marked by the dashed line. The two phases of the CCD are clearly seen
as difference in the reflected signal over the two halves of the pixel. This pixel shown
Bspecial attention has to be paid to red lights because they emit in the CCD sensitivity peak
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Figure 5.7: Experimental data for 488 nm wavelength, (a) Reflection image of the CCD
surface. The boundaries of pixel (0,0) are shown; (b) Signal detected by pixel (0,0), as a
function of the optical spot position. The grayscale shading is the pseudo-transmission, (c)
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Figure 5.8: Experimental data for 633 nm wavelength, (a) Reflection image of the CCD
surface. The boundaries of pixel (0,0) are shown; (b) Signal detected by pixel (0,0), as a
function of the optical spot position. The grayscale shading is the pseudo-transmission, (c)
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Figure 5.9: Reflectance line scans in x-direction through the pixel-of-interest, for an illumi
nation at 488 nm (solid line) and 633 nm (dashed line). Note the reversal of the ratio of
the relative reflectances between the the two wavelengths at x=2 am and x=6 um.
corresponds to pixel (0,0) in figure 5.1 and will be referred to henceforth as the pixel of
interest (POI). The normalized signal detected by the POI as a function of the spot position,
is shown as the height of the surface in figure 5.7(b) and figure 5.8(b). In Figure 5.7(b,c)
and figure 5.8(b,c) the signal detected by the pixel (-1,0) (the pixel to the left of POI), and
pixel (+1,0) (the pixel to the right of POI) are shown. The grayscale shade of the surface
shown is a complimentary of the reflection image (its values are calculated as a constant
value minus the reflection image values), and will be referred to as the pseudo-transmission.
In order to calculate the actual absolute transmission, the absorption of the layers above
the Si active region would have to have been known27, and the reflectance measurements
would need to have been made using an integrating sphere to eliminate the effects of surface
scattering or oblique reflection. This estimate of the transmission (hence the term
pseudo-
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Figure 5.10: Sensitivity tine scans in x-direction through the pixel-of-interest (averaged
in y-direction over several scans), for an illumination at 488 nm (solid tine) and 633 nm
(dashed tine). The solid vertical lines at x=0 um and x=9 um mark the pixel extent.
a first-order estimate of the amount of tight reaching the CCD's active region.
The close general correspondence between the pseudo-transmission and the sensitivity
can be seen in parts (b) of Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8. The low pseudo-transmission (dark)
regions are seen to coincide, in general, with low sensitivity (i.e. low height) regions. The
biggest sensitivity variation within the pixel is seen to be between the two phases of the
CCD, attributable to different transmissivities and/or charge collection efficiencies. Strictly
speaking, unless the absorption in the overlaying regions is known, it cannot be inferred
from these results which of these two effects is dominant. However comparison between the
results obtained at the two wavelengths provides additional information. In the reflectance
images, the ratio of the phase reflectivities can be seen to be reversed between the two
experimental wavelengths. This can be seen in Figures 5.7(a) and 5.8(a), and is also evident
in Figure 5.9, where reflectance line scans in x-direction through the center of POI are shown
for the two wavelengths. The phase that is darker at 488 nm (phase 2 in Figure 5.9), is
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brighter at 633 nm (phase 1 in Figure 5.9). This implies that interferometric effects are
primarily responsible for the reflectivity and therefore also for the transmission variations.
The collection efficiency, on the other hand, has a monotonic wavelength dependence (due
to monotonic wavelength dependence of the absorption depth), and if these effects were
dominant, the sensitivity ratio between the two phases would be either greater or less than
unity at both wavelengths. The sensitivity ratio is reversed between the two wavelengths,
as can be seen by inspection of Figures 5.7(b) and 5.8(b). It is also evident in Figure 5.10,
where sensitivity line scans in x-direction (averaged in y-direction over several scan lines)
are shown for the two illumination wavelengths. Because of the sensitivity ratio reversal,
the dominant cause of the sensitivity difference between the pixel phases must be due to
transmission variations [86].
In addition, micro variations of the pixel sensitivity on a scale of about one micron are
also observed in figures 5.7 and figure 5.8. These are probably the result of gate polysilicon
nonuniformities, as caused by local variations of the polysilicon thickness and grain forma
tion. Such nonuniformity would create localized changes in the thin-film reflectivity and
absorption, resulting in transmission variations28, and, in turn, in sensitivity variations.
Several scans were performed centered on different POIs on the CCD array in order
to observe if there were differences in the subpixel spatial sensitivity maps for different
pixels. An example of such maps, measured at 633 nm, for two different pixels is shown
in figure 5.11 (part (a) corresponds to the same pixel as in figure 5.8(c)). The overall form
of the sensitivity map (the two phase structure) is very similar similar for the different
pixels. Differences are however observed in the small scale structure within the pixel, again
attributed to localized transmission variations. Since these differences are small compared
to the sensitivity function itself, sensitivity map can be viewed as detector pixel response
function PRF for a given wavelength. This function can be considered constant across
the array, and used therefore as the measure of the detector performance. The relative
28see section 4.3.1
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity functions measured using 633nm wavelength source for two different
CCD pixels (330,612 and 325,705). Data shown in (a) is from the same pixel shown in Figure
5.8. Large scale variations are the same, but smaller scale variations differ.
importance of the existing pixel-to-pixel PRF variations will be discussed in chapter 6.
5.4 Discussion
The cross-pixel response, or crosstalk between pixels, manifests itself as a non-zero signal in
the POI when the optical spot is located outside the boundaries of the POI. This is easily
seen in figures 5.7(c,d) and 5.8(c,d), which show the signal detected by the pixels above and
below the POI in a column of the CCD.
The crosstalk has a spatial extent beyond the boundaries of the scanning region (non
zero signal along the edges of figures 5.7(c), 5.8(c) and 5.11). The extent of the scanning
region was restricted by the experimental conditions, as explained in section 5.2, and in
cluded the entire POI area but only parts of the eight neighboring CCD pixels. The form
of the crosstalk is observed not to vary significantly for different POIs (see figure 5.11),




Figure 5.12: Pixel sensitivity functions. Different graylevels corresponds to different pixel
areas, (a) 488nm incident light; (b) 633nm incident light.
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same as the signal detected by pixel (1,0) when the spot was over the POI. This allows for
the
"expansion"
of the scanning region by padding the crosstalk data from the neighboring
pixels. The total pixel sensitivity functions, combined in this manner, are shown in fig
ures 5.12(a) and (b) for illumination by blue and red light respectively. The height of the
surfaces in figure 5.12 is the measured signal. The boundaries of the pixels are also shown
by the different graylevels.
In order to experimentally determine pixel boundaries, for every scan position of the
optical spot, the CCD pixel with the maximum detected signal was identified. The spot was
then assigned to have been located
"within"
this pixel. In this way the boundaries of the
pixels were determined. The boundary maps for the POI and the pixel on its left are shown
in figure 5.13 as two-dimensional functions, that are zero outside the pixel boundaries and
unity within the pixel. As can be seen the boundaries are not exact straight lines due to
discretization errors in optical spot position. The graylevels shading is due to interpolation
performed by the plotting software, but can be viewed as an uncertainty in the location of
the boundaries.
The crosstalk between columns (y direction) in figure 5.12 is significantly less than the
crosstalk in the direction of the charge transfer along the columns (negative x direction)
as a result of the presence of a channel stop. As has already been discussed, the optical
crosstalk, arising from the finite source size and the axial variation of the intensity distri
bution (see section 5.1) will be coupled with that resulting from diffusion. An analysis of
this experimental data shows however that the effect observed here is principally diffusion
crosstalk. This is deduced because (a) the extent of the optical crosstalk is only ~ 0.5 um,
whereas the extent of the observed crosstalk is 2 to 4 p,m depending on the wavelength; (b)
the form of the sensitivity function is spatially asymmetric (note the crosstalk extent in x
direction in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.12), while that expected from the optical crosstalk
would be symmetric. To convincingly prove that the observed asymmetry of the sensitivity























Figure 5.13: Boundary maps for (a) pixel to the left of POI; and (b) POI. Boundary map
is a function of unity value within the pixel boundary and zero outside the pixel.
an asymmetry in the incident light intensity distribution, the experiment was repeated with
the CCD rotated by 90 and 180 degrees. The measured sensitivity functions were found to
be independent of the CCD orientation.
The presence of such asymmetry in the detector response can only be found by mea
surements in the spatial domain, as presented in this paper. Measurements in the frequency
domain, as are MTF and CTF measurements, detect only the modulus of the Fourier trans
form. This is shown in figure 5.14 for PRF in blue light. In part (a) the experimental
PRF is shown. In part (b) is shown the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum modulus,
thus discarding the phase data. The loss of the phase information in the Fourier domain
distorts the reconstructed PSF, especially through the loss of the asymmetry information.
Therefore, MTF (or CTF) experimental characterization of solid-state detectors, although
less time consuming and far simpler in experimental setup, severely limits the amount of
extracted information about device performance.







Figure 5.14: The loss of asymmetry information in MTF measurements. In (a) the original
PRF is shown. In (b) the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum modulus is shown, as
detected in MTF experiment.
crosstalk along the channel stops, most probably due to local minima in the potential
distribution, forming channels through which the minority carriers can diffuse to the nearest
pixel. Some crosstalk is also present close to the edge of the phase gates, probably the result
of potential effects along the phase dopings. These crosstalk effects are more pronounced
at the longer wavelength, as would be expected because of the larger absorption length
in Si [90]. The increased crosstalk along the channel stops adds to the asymmetry of the
detector PSF in transfer direction (i.e. along CCD columns).
The observed deviation of the pixel sensitivity function from a symmetrical form has
implications in a variety of areas. One example would be in pixel centroiding algorithms,
designed for determining, with subpixel accuracy, the center of a light distribution falling
on the detector. Such needs are encountered in astronomy, machine vision and spectrome
try [147,148]. Another area of research interest is photometry, where the amount of detected
tight has to be measured with high accuracy. Quantitative estimates of the influence of the
actual measured PSF of the CCD detector (using the results presented here) on the accuracy




Figure 5.15: Integrated detector sensitivity for (a) blue and (b) red illumination.
An important parameter of any solid-state light detector, and of CCD in particular,
is the fill-factor. It is given usually by the percentage of the detector area which is light
sensitive. A more comprehensive measure is the spatial integrated sensitivity of the detector,
defined as the total signal (summed over all detector pixels) as a function of the illumination
position. The summation does not discriminate between signal detected entirely by a single
pixel, or split between two or more neighboring pixels. Thus a high integrated sensitivity at
a given point means that the light at that position is detected somewhere in the detector.
A low integrated sensitivity, on the other hand, signifies that the light at that position is
not detected at all by the detector, and is therefore lost.
From the experimental results of the PSF this information is readily available. In
figure 5.15 the integrated detector sensitivity is shown for the two illumination wavelengths.
This sensitivity was obtained by summation of the pixel sensitivity maps of all nine pixels,
included in the scanning region. The claim of the manufacturer of 100% fill-factor [80] is
observed to be close to the truth in the sense that there are no blind spots in the detector
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area, where the device is completely insensitive to light. But the integrated sensitivity map
by no means is a uniform function. It is seen that under blue illumination the integrated
sensitivity has dips along the phase overlaps with magnitude 40%, attributed to an
increased absorption in these regions. In the case of red illumination the uniformity is
greater, with dips magnitude on the order of 20%, without predominant area of variations.
It has to be emphasized, that this is another characteristic of the detector that cannot be
measured with the conventional MTF experiment.
5.5 Conclusions
The spatial pixels sensitivity and the pixel crosstalk of a front-illuminated charge-couple
device detector was measured with resolution close to the theoretical maximum for the two
wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Micro and macro variations of the sensitivity within
a pixel were observed. The macro variations appear closely related to transmission varia
tions. Increased crosstalk along channel stops and phase dopings was also measured. The
variations of the pixel sensitivity from a constant value over the entire pixel will have impli
cations in the areas of device design and in imaging applications such as event centroiding
in photon counting systems.
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Chapter 6
Application of the experimentally
measured pixel response function
The Pixel Response Function (PRF) of a solid-state imager completely defines the rela
tionship between the incident (on the detector) image and the detected image. For lower
accuracy applications, the standard assumption of a uniform PRF29, describes well enough
the detection process. However, many emerging applications, on the cutting edge of science,
are based on achieving the highest possible measurement precision. For such applications
the knowledge of the actual detector PRF becomes of importance.
The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the influence of the CCD pixel response
nonuniformity in astronomical photometry applications. Results are presented using exper
imentally obtained data for a typical front-illuminated CCD array [149].
6.1 Aperture photometry
Measurement of the energy radiated from an object in its most general form belongs to the
field of radiometry [150-152]. Photometry, a subfield of radiometry, is related to similar en
ergy measurements in astronomy and microscopy. In astronomy, where the
term originated,
29The detector has a constant sensitivity across the pixel area, see section 4.5.1
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the task of photometry is the measurement of a star's brightness [152-154], which carries
important information about the nature of the star. In microscopy, photometry measures
the energy reflected or transmitted from different parts of the sample, as in reflection or
in transmission microscopy, or energy emitted by the sample itself, as in fluorescence mi
croscopy [138]. These measurements reveal information about the sample structure, and
thus are an indispensable part of sample characterization.
Correct interpretation of the photometry results requires detailed knowledge of the
imaging system performance in terms of its transfer function. This transfer function
h(x,y,X) describes the correspondence between the physical characteristics of the object
under investigation b(x,y, A) (brightness, luminance, etc.) and measured values in the im
age obtained p(x, y, A) (e.g. pixel values):
b(x,y,X) = h{x,y,X) -p{x,y,X) (6.1)
The explicit wavelength parameter reflects the wavelength dependence of the imaging optics
transmission and detector quantum efficiency variation. Optical system properties (lens
fall-off, various abberations) and nonuniform detector response across the detector area are
responsible for spatial variations of the transfer function.
A growing number of astronomy and microscopy imaging system employ solid-state
tight detectors, and in particular CCDs. The increased demand on measurement precision
in such systems requires understanding of the CCD detection characteristics.
Up to now in scientific fields, considerable attention has been devoted to correcting for
pixel-to-pixel variations in the detector response, under the assumption that the individual
pixel response was uniform across the pixel area. A variety of techniques were developed,
such as obtaining and using a dark frame, flat frame, bias etc., in order to estimate the
uncertainty introduced by such variations and compensate for them [98,118-120,153-158].
The effect of the intra-pixel variations of pixel response function (PRF), in the majority
of imaging situations, is a second order effect. The lack of experimental data on specific
detector's PRF precluded the estimation of the magnitude of uncertainty introduced in
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the measurement process by such pixel nonuniformity. The only discussion available in
the literature on this subject is a paper by Jorden et. al. [86]. That work is based on
experimental measurements with resolution significantly lower than that presented in this
work, and is concerned with the effects of the pixel nonuniformity in spectroscopy. The
experimental measurements presented in this thesis (chapter 5) allow, for the first time, a
thorough investigation of the magnitude of the effect of a nonuniform PRF. The discussion
below is restricted to photometry applications in astronomy. Photometry measurements in
microscopy and other electronic imaging cases will can be treated in an equivalent manner.
Two widely used methods for estimating the brightness of a star are point-spread
function fitting and aperture photometry [120,153-155,158,159]. Stars, being located at
vast distances, are unresolvable by even largest telescopes, and could be treated as point
sources. The image of a star formed by the telescope optics would then represent the point-
spread function of the instrument. However, the recorded images of stars are not diffraction
limited due to blurring by the atmosphere, when the time interval for image collection is
much longer than the time scale of the atmospheric turbulence (on the order of tens of
milliseconds). The system PSF in the presence of atmospheric blurring can be assumed
identical at every position on the image plane. The intensity profiles of different stars
therefore have the same functional dependence, but with different scaling factor representing
different star's brightness. In point-spread function fitting method, an analytical function
is fitted to the
stars'
images, the fit representing the system point-spread function. The
stars magnitudes are computed from the ratio of the fitted functions amplitudes.
The second method of estimating a star's brightness, aperture photometry [118-120,
156,158], is the subject of the present discussion. Here, the total energy received from the
star is measured by the summation of the detected signal within an aperture (hence the
name of the method) that includes the entire star's image. This is schematically shown in
figure 6.1, where the squares represent CCD pixels within an aperture window Ax,Ay. The






Figure 6.1: Illustration of the aperture photometry measurement. A CCD subarray with
size Ax, Ay is defined as a aperture window, over which the detected pixel values s(i,j) for
the image of the star (dark circle) are added together.
is denoted as s(n,m). The photometric signal as determined by aperture photometry is
summation of the pixel values within the defined aperture:
S = y. s(m,n). (6.2)
neAx
meAy
This total signal can be compared to that of other stars, or to the sum of the brightness of
all stars in the field, as in differential photometry [118,120,158], in order to compute the
brightness ratio.
To detect periodic variations in the star's brightness, the total signal from a single
star is monitored over an extended period of time and compared to other (or all) stars
in the field [160, 161]. Such a method is currently employed in a photometric search for
planetary systems [119, 137], that seeks to identify periodic occultations of the star, by
orbiting planets. An essential parameter for planet detection using this method, is the
precision of such photometric measurements, using a CCD. For a star the size of the Sun,
a planet in orbit the size of Jupiter will cause the star's brightness to fluctuate, due to an
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occultation, on the order of 10-5. This sets setting a limit for the precision needed in this
experiment [160,162]. The total uncertainty estimation requires a knowledge of all possible
noise sources. The standard signal-to-noise ratio in this case is given by [157, 163]:
S N*
iV
^JN* + npix (Ns + ND + N2R)
where N* is the total number of electrons collected from the star, npix is the total number
of CCD pixels in the aperture, Ns is the sky level, Nn is the dark current level, and Nr is
the read noise of the on-chip amplifier. The largest contributing sources of noise in aperture
photometry are the shot noise due to photon statistics and the various noises associated with
the CCD, such as dark current, amplifier noise, etc. A noise is also introduced by the pixel-
to-pixel detector response variations, that can be corrected using a flat field calibration.
In addition to these well known noise sources, however, an additional uncertainty is
introduced due to the nonuniform pixel response function of the detector. To understand
the origin of this uncertainty, consider a one dimensional detector first, as shown figure 6.2.
The extension to two dimensions is trivial. Following a similar notation to that used in
chapter 4, the incident image function is represented by f(x,Sx) and the pixel response
function by r(x, A). The signal s(n) detected by pixel n is given then by:
+oo
s(n)
= / f(x,X)r(x np,X)dx, (6.4)
oo
where p is the pixel pitch. The explicit wavelength parameter is included in this equation
as an indication of the wavelength PRF dependence, and will be omitted in the following
equations for the sake of brevity. The total signal measured using aperture photometry






Figure 6.2: Formation of the accumulated input function facc. In part (a) the input image
function f(x) is shown, to be sampled by three pixels. The piece-wise addition, performed to
form the accumulated input is shown in part (b) . The resulting accumulated input function
face shown in (c).
















where the accumulated input function facc(x) is given as a piece-wise summation of the
original input function with period equal to the pixel-to-pixel spacing:
facc(x) = ^f{x + np), xe[0,d],
neA
(6.7)
where d is the extent of the PRF r(x). If crosstalk is absent (or at least negligible), the PRF
is nonzero only within an area of a single pixel, and d
= p. A comparison between equa
tion 6.4 and equation 6.6 shows, that the photometric signal can be equivalently computed
as the signal, detected by a single pixel, if the input function is faCc{x)- The formation of
facc is shown in figure 6.2. In part (a) the original input image function f(x) is shown,
distributed over three pixels. The segments of the function, falling into each pixel, are
piece-wise added together (corresponding to the summation in equation 6.7), as shown in
30
This was experimentally demonstrated in chapter 5
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figure 6.2(b). The result is the accumulated input /acc(x), shown in part (c). The photo
metric signal in the one dimensional case is the area under the function, that is the product
of the PRF r(x) and the accumulated facc.
The accumulated input function facc has three important properties:
1- facc{x) is a periodical function with period p:










The last equation shows that to be periodic, the function has to be zero outside the
aperture. If the aperture size is selected in order to completely enclose the image of
interest, this requirement is satisfied. In astronomy, a geometrical aperture correction
factor is introduced in order to account for the energy of the star outside the aperture.
With this aperture correction, the validity of the above property remains.
2- facc{%) depends on the position of the input f(x) with respect to the sampling grid.
For an input shifted by a distance xQ
f'acc(x) = ^2f(X-Xo + nP)=facc(x-Xo), X0 E [0,p], (6.9)
neA
therefore an input shift results in a similar shift of the accumulated input.
3. From the two properties above follows that a shift in the input function results in a
circular shift of the accumulated input over the pixel extent p. This circular property
can be illustrated as follows. If facc is shifted to the left, for example, the value of
the function that
''exits"
to the left of the window p is equivalent to the value that
"enters"
from the right.
To illustrate the discussion above, a realistic two-dimensional case is considered (as
already mentioned, the extension from one to two dimensions
of the arguments above is
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Figure 6.3: Accumulated input functions facc for a Gaussian input with three different
FWHM. Each row corresponds to same FWHM, respectively w = 0.5, 1, 2.5, but two differ
ent positions with respect to the sampling grid. Notice the decline of the function maximum
with increase of the image size
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Figure 6.4: Accumulated input functions facc for an Airy input with three different radii.
Each row corresponds to same Airy radius, respectively w = 0.5,1,2.5, but two different
positions with respect to the sampling grid. The maximum of the function in the case of
oversampling (last row) is magnitudes greater than that in Gaussian case.
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straightforward). The two-dimensional facc is computed for a radial Gaussian input (re
sembling the PSF for a ground-base telescope) and for a radial Airy input (describing an
ideal optical PSF, such as for the Hubble Space Telescope). The results are shown in fig
ure 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. Each row presents two accumulated inputs for a given image
size31, for two different positions of the input image, marked as position 1 and position 2.
These functions are shifted versions of each other, demonstrating the circular shift property
of the accumulated input. As is seen in the figures that the amplitude of the variations
decreases with an increase in the image size, or equivalently, with the increase of the degree
of sampling. This is due to the fact that an increase of the sampling rate (i.e. decreasing
the pixel size relative to the image size) results in a piece-wise addition performed over a
smaller portions of the input image function (see figure 6.2). The biggest variation in the
accumulated input functions are in the undersampled case, where the image size is smaller
than, or on the order of, the pixel size (first rows in the two figures). The shift
error32
in
these situations therefore is expected to be significant.
The variations of facc also decrease with an increase in the smoothness of the input
function, which leads to an important difference between the Airy and Gaussian accumu
lated inputs. Because of the monotonic behavior of the Gaussian function, the accumulated
variations also decrease monotonically with an increase in the Gaussian FWHM. This is a
result of the fact that Gaussian and its first derivative go to zero for large arguments. On
the other hand, the Airy function is quasi-periodic, and it goes to zero with a non-zero first
derivative. This behavior results in a slower decrease of accumulation input maxima with
an increase in the Airy radius. This can be observed in the last row of figure 6.3, where
the facc maximum is magnitudes greater than the corresponding Gaussian case (last row
in figure 6.4). Therefore, the shift error is expected to decline slower with greater sampling
for an Airy than for a Gaussian input function.
31
radius of the Airy function or FWHM of the Gaussian
32Variation of the photometric signal with variation of the star's position with respect to the sampling
grid. To be explained and strictly denned shortly
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Because of the circular shift property of the accumulated input facc, its volume is inde
pendent of the input position. If facc is multiplied by a constant function, the product's vol
ume remains unchanged for different positions. This is the case when pixel response function
is uniform . In this situation therefore the photometric signal would be independent of the
input function position. Mathematically, a PRF of the form r(x, y) = rect(x /px)red(y/py) ,
gives rise to a total signal calculated from a two-dimensional expansion of equation 6.6 of:
-7/~-(a.-(a^,5/"/"~
ti;-P*/2-Py/2
= total volume of / in A = const (6.10)
This is not the case for a imager with pixels having a nonuniform response function.
The result of the multiplication of PRF r and the accumulated facc (see equation 6.6) is
then dependent on the position of the input, because a different (although circularly shifted)
function multiplies the PRF. The variation of the photometric signal with translation of the
sampling grid position now introduces a systematic error, which will be referred to hence
forward as a shift error.
To see how the input image shift results in a photometric error, consider figure 6.5. In
the first row (a) an ideal (uniform) and (b) an experimentally measured (non-uniform) pixel-
response functions axe shown. For the case of a pixel with uniform PRF, two accumulated
inputs face, for two positions of an input image, are shown in (c) and (e). As previously
remarked, since the /acc are circularly shifted versions of one another, they have equal
volume. The photometric signal is the product of the PRF and facc, so in the case of
uniform PRF the volume is conserved, and the photometric signal is position independent.
For a non-uniform PRF r, the product r /acc is shown in figure 6.5(d) and (e). It is seen
from the figure, that the product functions and their volumes, differ at the two positions.
The photometric signal, therefore, is position dependent.
3




(c) fAcc. position 1 (d) Real PRF x fACC, position 1
---**-..=
(e) fACC, position 2 (f) Real PRF x fACC, position 2
Figure 6.5: Position dependence of the photometric signal. In (a) an uniform (ideal), and
in (b) a non-uniform (experimental) pixel response functions are shown. Two accumulated
inputs faCc, corresponding to an image at two positions, are also shown in (c) and (e). The
product PRF x facc, whose volume gives the photometric signal, is shown parts (d) and (f).
Notice the volume difference in the products for the non-uniform case
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To define the shift error, let S = {S(x30)},j = 0. . . N - 1 be the set of photometric
signal values corresponding to different input image positions x0. The shift error ashift






















The difference between the shift error and the shift uncertainty and their significance
will be discussed later in section 6.3.
6.2 Shift error computation
6.2.1 Input functions
In order to investigate the amount of shift error introduced in aperture photometry mea
surements, the detection of a star is simulated for the case of CCD KAF4200. The pixel
response functions for this CCD has been experimentally measured at two different wave
lengths and reported in this thesis. As an input image form three functional forms are
investigated. One is a radial Gaussian:






where w is the full width at the half maximum (FWHM) of the function. This Gaussian
form relatively closely resembles the point spread function of an ground-based telescopic
imaging system. The PSF of the telescope optics (ideally an Airy function) is blurred by the
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turbulence in the atmosphere, broadening the optics PSF and smearing out its oscillations.
The real PSF goes to zero slower than Gaussian (due to effects such as scattering in the
telescope optics), so an even closer approximation is a combination of two functions
-
a
Gaussian core with Lorentzian wings [159, 164]. For the present purpose the difference
between these PSF fits is not significant, so the simpler single Gauss fit is used.
The second function investigated is a radial Airy function, also known as a
"sombrero"
function, of the form:
nx,y.,w) = (M)\ ^^,/^Ty-2, (6.15)
V P ) w
where Ji{. .
.)
is first-order Bessel function, wq = 3.8317 is the location of its first zero
(Ji(wo) = 0) [165], and w is the normalized radius of the input image. This function
represents the ideal PSF of an optical system. Currently, the Hubble Space Telescope Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) can be considered such a system. In fact, this research
was initiated by the need for shift error estimation for Hubble telescope.
The image sizes w, where this means FWHM for Gaussian function and first-zero radius
for Airy function, are normalized to pixel size dimensions, namely 9 um by 9 nm for the
CCD KAF4200. Besides being pixel invariant, this normalization helps in establishing the
degree of sampling of the input image. The generated input images have sizes ranging from
0.2
pixels34
(severe undersampling) to 6 pixels (significant oversampling) .
The third input image function used, known in the literature as mecos, is a radial
top-hat function, with slopes given as a part of cosine function [62] :
t
f(x,y;wtop,wbase) = <






34In the discussion below
"pixel"
refers to a "CCD
pixel"
according to the size normalization
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Figure 6.6: Cross-section of a radial mecos function
The cross section of such a function is shown in figure 6.6. The radius of the function's
top is wtop, and the radius of the base is Wbase- This function resembles the image intensity
produced by various test targets, used in detector characterization [160]. The function also
allows for an investigation of the role of the input image slopes sizes to the shift error
introduced. It is chosen, instead of a simple trapezoidal function, because the function goes
to zero with a zero first derivative, as it is the case for any experimentally measured input
image.
6.2.2 Signal calculation
The detected image is calculated using the experimentally measured PRFs r(x,y, A) as:
s(m, n; x0, y0; w; A) = / / f(x - x0, y - y0; w; X)r(x - npx,y - mpy; A) dx dy. (6.17)
where (_c0, y0) defines the position of the input function with respect to the sampling
grid, and is later used as a parameter along with the image size w for the shift error calcu
lation. The measurements of the KAF4200 CCD PRFs were performed at two illumination
wavelengths, 480 nm and 633 nm, so the photometric signal simulations are calculated for
those two wavelengths. With that noted, the explicit wavelength dependence is omitted in
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the following equations.
The total sum of pixel values within the measurement aperture gives the photometric
signal S, as given by equation 6.235:
S(x0,y0;w) = E s{m,n;x0,y0;w). (6.18)
neAx
vneAy
In order to calculate the shift error for a given input image, detected images are com
puted for different positions [x0,y0) of the image with respect to the sampling grid. This
is done by shifting the image in the two directions by various offsets. The maximum offset
is equal to the pixel size, since the equivalence of the PRF between different pixels means
that detection is a spatially periodic process with period equal to the pixel pitch. The
photometric signal S(x0, y0; w) is then calculated for each position of the image. From this
set of values (w) = {S(x0,y0;w)}, the shift error aSl\ift{w) for the given image size w is





The shift uncertainty Sshift[w) was also calculated, following the definition given in
equation 6.13.
6.2.3 Results for Gaussian and Airy inputs
The results of the photometry calculations are shown in figure 6.7 for an illumination at
A=480 nm. The solid tine represents the shift error for a Gaussian input function, and
the dashed-dotted line shows the shift error for an Airy input function. The aperture over
which the summation of the signal was performed, was constant and equal to 29 by 29
pixels. This size ideally has to include the point-spread function's full extent. The input
functions used, Gaussian and Airy, both have an infinite extent, and therefore there will
always be energy left outside the aperture window, which will lead to errors in the shift
5
An equivalent result gives the use of accumulated input, as in equation 6.6.
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Figure 6.7: Shift error for Airy (dashed line) and Gaussian (solid line) input as a function
of the image size for an illumination at A=480 nm. The image size w is normalized to CCD
pixel dimensions, and is given by first-zero radius in Airy case and FWHM in Gaussian
case.
error calculation. In practice, the aperture size was increased until the variations of the
shift error due to excluded energy itself was less than 1%36.
As expected from discussion above for the accumulated input /QCC, the shift error in the
Gaussian case declines monotonically, being a significant 0.2 for the severely undersampled
case of w = 0.2 pixel (w is FWHM for Gaussian input), and decreasing to
10~15 for an
oversampled image of w = 3 pixels.
The shift error for an Airy function is also significant in undersampled conditions, and
decreases with an increase in the image size. However, unlike the Gaussian case, it does not
decline monotonically, but rather falls more quickly to
10~5
for w ~ 1.3 (w is the first-zero
radius for Airy input), and then oscillates around this value with very slow overall decline.
The error oscillations are due to the quasi-periodic form of the first-order Bessel function,
and to the well-defined zeros of the function. The asymptotic behavior of Ji(p) is given









The asymptotic envelope amplitude of the Airy function therefore decreases as 1/p, which
explains the slow error decline. The slope of the function as it goes to zero is finite, con
tributing significantly to the shift error. This can be explained in two different ways. First,
the steeper the function, the bigger the difference between function values at neighboring
points, so the CCD pixel signal differs more for a shift in the function position.
Equiva-
lently, large function variations over some distance (i.e. large first derivative) result in large
variations between the accumulated inputs for different positions, and thus a larger shift
error.
Undersampled images are detected by the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2)
of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) [166]. that uses front-illuminated CCDs as detectors.
The projected pixel size on sky is 0.0455 arcsec, while FWHM of the telescope optics is 0.041
arcsec at A=488 nm, or 1.22 CCD pixels in the metrics adopted here37. From figure 6.7 the
shift error in this case is on the order of 10~5, if the HST CCDs have pixel response functions
with similar variations as the functions measured in this work38. Care needs to be taken
when treating these numbers. Perhaps the most important result of the above calculations
is the dependence of the shift error on the specific input function. Although the HST PSF
is close to the diffraction limited case of an Airy function, it is not exactly an Airy function
(due to scattering in mirrors, high order abberations, etc.). To precisely compute the shift
error, a closer model for the HST PSF is needed, as well as an experimentally measured
pixel response function of the WFPFC2 detector. This computation, obviously, is beyond
the scope of this work.
37FWHM/p = 0.9, but the radius of an Airy function is w = 1.36 FWHM, so w/p = 1.36*0.9 = 1.22
38The PRF for a front-illuminated CCD is shown to depend significantly on the pixel structure. The most
notable structure feature is the number of phases of the device. Therefore, PRF for same number-of-phases
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Figure 6.8: Shift error dependence on the wavelength. In part (a) a Gaussian illuminating
source for 488nm (solid line) and 633nm (dashed line) is used. In part (b) an Airy input is
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Figure 6.9: Shift error, compared to the conventional SNR. Shift error is the same as
figure 6.7, with an addition of the signal-to-noise ratio for a shot and read-out noise. The





rms on-chip amplifier noise.
As shown in chapter 5, the form of the pixel sensitivity function is wavelength depen
dent. This translates into a wavelength dependence of the shift error. In figure 6.8 the
shift error calculated for the two experimentally used wavelengths of 488 nm and 633 nm is
shown. The input function in figure 6.8(a) is a Gaussian, while in figure 6.8(b) an Airy disk
is used. The differences between the two wavelengths are biggest in the undersampled re
gion, and for that reason the shift error scale is linear instead of logarithmic as in figure 6.7.
The shift error at the blue wavelength is greater due to the greater variations of the blue
pixel response function, as compared to the red PRF variations (see figures 5.7 and 5.8).
In figure 6.9 the shift error of figure 6.7 is shown, this time together with an estimate
of
"conventional"
signal-to-noise ratio for shot and read-out noise, calculated accordingly to
equation 6.3. The pixel that contains the signal maximum was assumed to have a completely
full potential well, which in case of KAF4200 is 85,000e~. The on-chip amplifier noise is
10e~
rms for the same device [80]. The aperture has the same dimensions of 29 x 29 pixels
as used in the previous calculations.
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An inspection of figure 6.9 suggests that for undersampled images the shift error has
a dominant role in determining photometric precision. This error therefore has to be in
cluded in the noise budget calculations for the observation. It has to be pointed out, that
the
"standard"
shot noise plus amplifier noise graph is shown only for comparison, and its
precise values critically depend on the specific imaging situation.
6.2.4 Shift error for a defocused Airy function
In the case of an undersampled PSF, a reduction of the shift error can be achieved by
detecting the image slightly out of focus, since defocusing increases the spatial extent of the
intensity distribution. Assuming an optical system having an F# = 10, for an illumination
wavelength of 488 nm the resulting focal Airy pattern has radius of approximately 0.7 pixels
for a pixel size of 9 um (the pitch ofKAF4200 CCD pixel) . Intensity distributions in planes,
perpendicular to the optical axis, were calculated for different
distances39
from the focal
plane. The diffraction paraxial expression for the amplitude distribution in the focal region
of an abberations-free lens was used [6] :
l
U(u,v) = / 2exp ( pup2) J0(vp)pdp (6.21)
o
u = zsin2(arcsin(NA)/2) (6.22)
A
27T
v = rNA, (6.23)
A
where u, v are the normalized optical coordinates in axial and radial direction respectively, as
defined in section 2.2. The integral in equation 6.21 was evaluated with the help ofMAPLE
software. Calculated intensity distributions are shown in figure 6.10 for distances z from
the focal plane of 0, 50 A, 200 A, 400 A, 600 A, and 800 A. It is seen from this figure that
the width of the image is larger as the distance from focus increases. Additional structure
in the central intensity lobe is also seen. The shift error ashtft of the defocused images
39in the direction of an increased axial coordinate
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Figure 6.10: Intensity distribution at different distances z from the focal plane of an ideal
lens. The Airy pattern of the focal distribution (z = 0) is calculated for f#=10, A=488 nm.























Figure 6.11: Shift error aShift as a function of the defocus. The focal distribution is an Airy
pattern with radius approximately 0.7 pixels for the parameters chosen.
as a function of the defocus distance z is shown in figure 6.11. It is seen, that this error
is reduced by an order of magnitude for distances greater than the system's depth-of-field
(z > 200 A for the chosen NA).
Usually in astronomical imaging more than a single star is detected in a CCD field of
view. If two stars are sufficiently close to each other, applying defocusing in order to reduce
the shift error could result in an energy overlap between the stars. This will create another
error in the measurement, so, as usual, a trade-off exists between different experimental
techniques. The results above show, that defocusing always decreases the shift error. The
desired degree of defocusing will depend on the specific imaging conditions, so the overall
error is minimized.
6.2.5 Results for mecos input
In figure 6.12 are shown the results of shift error calculation for an input of the form of
mecos function, as defined by equation 6.16. The four input images, used for calculation of
the results, shown in figure 6.12, have a different base radii Wbase of 6, 8, 11 and 13 pixels
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Figure 6.12: Shift error for four mecos input image functions, with the same difference
wbase wtop, but different overall base sizes u)base-
(see figure 6.6). The top radius wtop was varied from uibase 6 pixels (extended slope size,
covering six detector pixels), to Wbase 0.1 pixels (a steep slope of one tenth of a pixel size).
The shift error ashift is plotted as a function of the slope size u>base wtop- The decrease of
the input function's maximum first derivative, as already discussed, leads to a decrease of
the shift error.
As can be seen in figure 6.12, the shift error as a function of the slope follows a similar
form for different image sizes. There is a scaling factor due to the increased image size,
and therefore, to the increased total photometric signal. It was found, that the general
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(6-24)
This ratio is proportional to the increase of the number of pixels within the image size.
Following this dependence, the shift error can be estimated for images of different sizes, but
with same slope sizes.
It is observed in figure 6.12, that the shift error does not decline monotonically, but
rather oscillatory. This can be explained as follows. If the input image is a red(x/p)
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function, with size equal to the pixel pitch p, the shift error can go to near zero, even for a
non-uniform PRF. This can be understood by considering the the accumulated input facc-
The formation of this function is by piece-wise summation over an intervals equal to the
pixel pitch (see equation 6.7). Since the considered input red(x/p) is constant over an
integer number of summation intervals, the facc is constant, and the shift error is zero.
The mecos function resembles a red function, but with finite slopes. For some slope sizes,
given by ratios (wtop WbaSe)IP-, the variations in the accumulated input cancel out by
addition of opposite slope values. The resulting facc is close to constant, and the shift error
decreases. That the slope size is the main factor in shift error fluctuations (rather that
some other combination of wtop, WbaSe) is demonstrated in figure 6.12, where minima in the
shift error coincide at the same slope sizes Wbase
~~
u>top- The period of these oscillations is
approximately 2 pixels from peak to peak, or one pixel from peak to valley.
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Figure 6.13: Photometric signal 5 as a function of the image position. The input image is
an Airy function with 0.2 pixels radius.
6.3 Shift error and shift uncertainty
Shown in figure 6.13 is the photometric signal S(x0, y0; w) as a function of the image position
(o>y_>); for an Airy input image at A=488 nm with w=0.2 pixels radius. The variation
of the signal with the position, resulting in a shift error, is clearly seen. The form of
photometric signal variations for a Gaussian input has a similar form.
The difference between what we call the shift error crshift and the shift uncertainty Sshift
can be understood with the help of figure 6.14. In it four histograms of the photometric
signal S (as displayed in figure 6.13) are shown for Airy inputs of different sizes, namely
radii of (a) 0.2 pixels (b) 0.93 pixels, (c) 1.67 pixels and (d) 2.41 pixels. If the coordinates
of the image center (x0,y0) are assumed uniformly distributed random variables, these
histograms are essentially the probability density distribution functions of the photometric
signal S(x0,y0;w). The solid line in the plots marks the mean of the distribution (the












Figure 6.14: Photometric signal distribution probabilities for an Airy input of four different
sizes, (a) 0.2 pixels radius, (b) 0.93 pixels radius, (c) 1.67 pixels radius and (d) 2.41 pixels
radius. The distributions are normalized to their mean, and are identically zero outside
the windows shown. The solid vertical lines indicate the mean photometric signal. The
intervals enclosed by the dotted lines are equal to the distribution standard deviation, i.e.
to the shift error. The shift uncertainty is equal to the window size.
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lines enclose the standard deviation, i.e. the shift error as defined by equation 6.11. This
is the quantity of interest when the photometric signal is obtained for a sequence of input
images at random uniformly distributed different positions with respect to the sampling
grid.
It is seen in figure 6.14(a) that the distribution in the severely undersampled case is
concentrated within the standard deviation interval. Increasing the image size, as seen in
figure 6.14 (b)-(d), spreads the distribution in a more uniform
way40
forming two peaks.
The existence of these two peaks is a result of the the two levels (corresponding to the two
phases in the pixel) of the measured pixel response function of KAF4200 (see section 5.3).
The shift uncertainty 5shifti as defined in 6.13, is the total extent of the probability
distribution, or the interval over which the photometric signal probability is non-zero. This
corresponds to the size of the windows (i.e. the extent of the x-axis) for the different dis
tributions in figure 6.14. The shift uncertainty therefore represents the interval over which
the measurements can be expected to be scattered, and is of interest when only a small
number of photometric measurements have been performed. This is the case, for example,
when a comparison is made between the photometric signals of two stars, calculated from
a single (or a small number of) image frame. As the image size increases, the probability
distribution gets more uniform, as seen in figure 6.14, and the probability that a measured
signal will be close to the edges of the interval increases. The more important metric in this
case is then the shift uncertainty, rather than the shift error.
In figure 6.15 the calculated shift error and the shift uncertainty are shown for a Gaus
sian (a) and for an Airy (b) input functions are shown. The parameters of the simulation
are the same, as in section 6.2.3. The shift errors shown are equivalent to the ones seen
in figure 6.7. Clearly, both quantities exhibit similar behavior. It is found, that the shift
uncertainty 5shift is approximately three times greater than the shift error ashift- This
constant of proportionality depends on the form of the probability distribution functions,
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Figure 6.15: Shift error crsh.ift and shift uncertainty 8shift for Gaussian (a) and for Airy (b)
input functions
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shown in figure 6.14. Which of the two error metrics is more appropriate for estimating the
measurement error, ashift or 5shift, depends on the specific application, as discussed above.
It is worth emphasizing once more, that the histogram of the photometric signal rep
resents the probability distribution only in the case of random uniformly distributed image
position (x0, y0). Strictly speaking, this is true only if the image shift is introduced in a con
trolled manner, obeying a uniform statistics. In practice, the image shift can be the result
of mechanical vibrations and drifts of the imaging system parts, the image center exhibiting
"random
walk"
over the sampling grid. The joint probability distribution of the random
variables (x0,y0) has to be calculated from a knowledge (or modeling) of the random walk
steps as a function of the physical parameters of the imaging system. The probability den
sity function of the photometric signal then can be calculated as the probability distribution
of a function of the random vector [x0,y0) [67]. This function is S(x0,y0;w), as shown in
figure 6.13 for a given image size w. From the calculated probability density function the





In the first part of the thesis a novel far-field optical microscopy method,
Frequency-domain
Field-confined Scanning Optical Microscopy (FFSOM), is described, as proposed by Yaez-
Iravani and Kavaldjiev [48]. The method uses two laterally-shifted, overlapped beams to
illuminate the sample. If the area of overlap is smaller than the diffraction-limited focal
distribution of a single beam, the imaging signal generated in this overlap area has res
olution beyond the classical diffraction resolution limit. The two beams are orthogonally
polarized and frequency shifted with respect to each other. The super-resolution signal is
then detected at the difference frequency, thus being efficiently separated from the stronger
low-resolution background signal from the total illuminating focal distribution.
The method is very effective when utilized in the fluorescence microscopy. For this
reason, the super-resolution capability of FFSOM is experimentally demonstrated in flu
orescence imaging of sensitizing dyes. Significantly improved resolution over the confocal
microscope is observed. In this thesis it has been shown that, with a judicious choice of
optical parameters of the systems, a resolution on the order of fifth of the light wavelength
can be achieved. Since in biological tight microscopy the most important contrast comes
from fluorescence, the combination of super-resolution with far-field operation (resulting in
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low scanning times) make FFSOM potentially an important tool in the medical community.
The experimental setup, used to demonstrate the feasibility of the method, was chosen
from the point of view of maximum flexibility and control. A different, more robust scheme
was proposed, that is much more suitable for implementation into an instrument. Further
research in the technological area is needed to fully utilize the method's potential in
out-
of-optics-laboratory applications.
Another ripe direction for further research is in the image processing area. The FF
SOM method preserves the strict convolution nature of the fluorescence imaging, so various
image restoration algorithms can be applied in order to enhance further the resolution and
reduce imaging artifacts. For this, the point-spread function of the arrangement has to be
known, either from theoretical modeling, as shown in this work, or from further experimen
tal measurements.
7.2 Pixel Response Function of solid-state light detector
The second part of the thesis is devoted to an investigation of the spatial sensitivity of the
individual pixels of solid-state light detectors. The sampling of the incident image, per
formed by these devices, destroys the shift invariance of the imaging process, and makes
the traditional detector characterization by its modulation transfer function not universally
applicable. In the case of undersampled images, for example, a situation encountered in
creasingly often, the classical modulation transfer function does not provide the necessary
information for a description of the imaging process.
In this work a pixel response function (PRF) is defined as the spatial response across
an individual detector pixel to an illuminating point source. This function is similar to
the point-spread function for the conventional imaging systems. It is shown, that the
knowledge of the actual pixel response function is sufficient for the complete characterization
of the detector spatial response. Knowledge of the PRF is essential for a comprehensive
understanding of the image detection process.
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In order to measure experimentally the pixel response function of an imager, in this
case a charge-coupled device, a dedicated optical microscope was built, as described by
Kavaldjiev and Ninkov [139, 140]. This microscope allowed PRF measurements with a
resolution close to the highest achievable. The measured PRF is shown to differ significantly
from the ideal PRF (i.e. uniform), which is universally used by the imaging community.
The experimentally obtained PRF data is also used to investigate the influence of
the non-uniform PRF on the measurement precision achievable in astronomical photom
etry [149]. It is demonstrated that a new measurement uncertainty is introduced in the
imaging process. This uncertainty represents the lower noise limit to the detection process,
and in the undersampled case becomes the primary error source.
In the author's view, the importance of the pixel response function is yet to be fully
appreciated by the detector industry and image processing community. As the precision
demands on the electronic imaging systems grow, its knowledge will become imperative to
fully utilizing the system's potential, and the PRF data, similar to that presented in this
work, will most probably be included in standard detector data sheets.
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Appendix A
Sensitivity data files format
A.l Text data files
Two text files of the same format, containing the pixel response function KAF4200 CCD, are
available at /osg/pix2/dik4399/sens. The 128 x 128 pixel PRF for A=488 nm illumination
(blue light) is located in file bsens.txt, and a same size PRF for A=633 nm illumination (red
light tight) is located in rsens.txt. The files contain three columns for x in pm, y in um, and
z (normalized sensitivity) variables, and
1282
= 16384 lines. The pixel boundaries are given
by (x,y) = (0,0) (lower left corner) and (9,9) pm (upper right corner), and correspond to
the pixel size of 9 pm of KAF4200.
A.2 IDL data files
A more comperehensive data set, located in the same directory /osg/pix2/dik4399/sens,
contains data in an IDL binary format. The file b_idl.dat (blue illumination) contains three
anonymous data structures b, bi, and bit. The file r_idl.dat (red illumination) contains
three data structures r, ri, and rit, having the same form as in the blue case. The files are
imported in IDL with the help of restore function.
The structures b, r contain the original experimental data and the extended sensitivity
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M FLOAT Array[14, 50, 40]
RS FLOAT Array [50, 40]
TS FLOAT Array[50, 40]
B INT Array[2, 2000]
XR FLOAT Array [50]
YR FLOAT Array [40]
MT FLOAT Array[110, 110]
BT FLOAT Array [110, 110]
RT FLOAT Array[110, 110]
TT FLOAT Array[110, 110]
XRT FLOAT Array[110]
YRT FLOAT Array[110]
MSUM5 FLOAT Array[7, 2]
INDB FLOAT Array[2, 5]
number of rows in the original data files
number of rows in the original data files
size of the extended sensitivity function




x coordinates for M, RS, and TS, in pm





extended x coordinates in pm
extended y coordinates in pm
integrated signal over seven pixels
coordinates for the POI in pm
The structures bi, ri contain interpolated data over the spatial extent of the original
data. This structure was used for the photometric signal shift uncertainty calculations in
chpter 6. The structures have the following fields:
size of the arrays
pixel response function
boundary map for POI
x coordinates in pm
y coordinates in pm
x index of the lower left corner of POI
y index of the lower left corner of POI
x size of the POI in pixels
y size of the POI in pixels
The dash in the third column indicates different parameters for bi and ri data.
The structures bit, rit contain interpolated data over the extended region by combining
data from neighboring CCD pixels. The structures have the following fields:
N INT 64
M FLOAT Array[64, 64]
B FLOAT Array[64, 64]
X FLOAT Array [64]








N INT 128 size of the arrays
M FLOAT Array[128, 128] pixel response function
B FLOAT Array[128, 128] boundary map for POI
X FLOAT Array[128] x coordinates in pm
Y FLOAT Array[128] y coordinates in pm
IXMIN INT x index of the lower left corner of POI
IYMIN INT y index of the lower left corner of POI
IXSZ INT x size of the POI in pixels
IYSZ INT y size of the POI in pixels
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